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61 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

I'll tell you how this farce over florida is working. Because it is not about deaths, it is about
cases. And while it is somewhat easy to fake a car wreck death as a covid, it is downright
easy to fake the case numbers. 

The CDC has guidance in place right now to use a 40 cycle count for unvaxxed people and
a 28 cycle count for vaxxed people. That is proof right there that they are tampering with
and making up numbers of cases to suit their politics. And it is only one tiny baby step from
there to inflating the number of cases in a state you want to bash for political reasons. The
testing companies are surely in on the whole thing. 

archipusz
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13 Reply"

1 day ago

 The so called ,"farce over Florida", doesn't exist.

 Ignore the marxists. They've got no platform or cohesive plan.

  can I ask you posters a question?  NO matter what your political affiliations are/is,
your primary goal, is wealth preservation, for your Family?

  We're all losing!!!

 

yn crx

#

#

20 Reply"

1 day ago

CDC Forced To ‘Adjust’ Sunday’s Florida ‘Record’ Covid Count Lower By Almost
50% After State Health Department Cries Foul on Data

CDC Combines Multiple Days of Data into One to Make it Appear Florida is
Reporting Record Number of New Daily Covid Cases

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#
6 Reply"

1 day ago

yup they are invertebrate liars 
totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Yes, none of them has a spine.
edward schnur

#

#

9 1

1 day ago

And after their Nuremberg 2.0 tribunal, none of them will have a hyoid bone,
either (Hyoid bone - Wikipedia), and they'll experience sudden-onset loss-
of-function.

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/cdc-forced-to-adjust-sundays-florida-record-covid-count-lower-by-almost-50-after-state-health-department-cries-foul-on-data/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/cdc-combines-multiple-days-of-data-into-one-to-make-it-appear-florida-is-reporting-record-number-of-new-daily-covid-cases/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyoid_bone
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1 19

1 day ago

stop with the nuremberg crap.  Just stop.
WhiteCulture

#

#

20 Reply"

1 day ago

I've heard that their hospitals are testing everyone that walks in the door, so now they
have plenty of cases that are there for something else.  

Slaytheist

#

#

15 Reply"

1 day ago

The CDC as of May announced they would no longer require reporting of vaxxed
people who test positive unless they are hospitalized. Leaked memos from health
agencies have confirmed this.

not dead yet

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago

Just another way to keep the positive numbers of "vaxxed" people down.
rigormortis

#

#

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago

They screen everyone.  Which means NOTHING.
WhiteCulture

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

I remember there being a story a while ago about the UK where most of the COVID
hospitalisations were diagnosed after admission.  I.e. they went to hospital for some
other reason and either had COVID in their system (not necessarily suffering from it)
or they contracted it while in hospital. Even so,  they were counted as COVID
hospitalisations. 

Frito

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

"had COVID in their system"

see, people like you are part of the problem

Stop testing people, there is no COVID anymore.

They test perfectly healthy people and tell them they are "asymptomatic carriers."

this is bullshit

Mister E

#

#

Reply"

19 hours ago (Edited)

I'm fully aware of the fucked nature of all of this and the difference between an
actual case and a positive test result. 

It's all bullshit, the goal seeming to be to kill as many as possible with the kill
shot "vaccine" and to assert total control over the remainder. 

Frito

#

#

12 Reply"

1 day ago

People are forgetting the number one destination of our new chock full of covid
Democrat voters is Florida. One Florida women drove to Texas to pick some of our new
guests at a detention center and found most of the hotels in that area were chock full
of border jumpers with Covid. $150 bucks a night of our tax money, plus cash for
meals cloths etc, for people getting more rights upon stepping onto our soil than those
of us who have lived and worked here since birth. Paid taxes too.

Now we have really stupid white trash like that Jennifer Rubin at the Washington
Compost celebrating the percentage of whites in this country declining. We're going to
be more diverse and that's good they say. These ill educated idiots with college
degrees would have a stroke if one day they get told to clean out their desk and
escorted out by security to be replaced by someone who's only qualification is the
color of their skin.

not dead yet

#

#
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9 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Rubin isn’t white. She’s jewish
whether underground

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Every... single... time...
when the saxon began

#

#

3 7 Reply"

1 day ago

Antisemitism is an obsessive mental disorder 
Asher Pat

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

God's chosen, my foot.

They're 9th century converts to talmudism. 

Decatur Guy

#

#

22 hours ago

There were no chosen people, anyway. According to the original story, they
chose to enslave themselves.

rgraf

#

#

3 5 Reply"

1 day ago

I'm Jewish. I'm white. And I'm fighting with all my strength against this tyranny.
So F off with your anti-semitism.

bidennotmyprez99

#

#

Reply"

21 hours ago

They can't see that the Jews, among others, have been scapegoated. The
game started long before there any Jews. And many Jews have been among
the most vociferous voices against these tyrannical policies, from the
beginning.

rgraf

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

How many people from the border have been bussed into florida? anyone know?
CondZero

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

PCR Amplification is at x 40 in Canada they can make up whatever numbers they want
it's like counting cards at a fxxking Casino. But they're parroting and just staying on
message in the msm news. Especially here in Canada the CBC are so corrupt they're
absolute PR mouthpieces. I don't know how we're going to turn  a corner guys.
Rumble bitchute odyssey all have doctors en masse speaking out now. British Dr.
Michael Yeadon 57 mins long video. Check it out

bothneither

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Canadian taxpayers pay the CBC 3 billion dollars per year. 3,000 million dollars
every year for this finely tuned propaganda. We must protest and shut down state
broadcasting, and we defund the 'education' system. It's a start.

Sages wife

#

#

1 Reply"

21 hours ago

If everybody ditched their worthless televisions, the banksters would soil
themselves. Most people won't even turn their televisions off.

rgraf

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Yes, Yes. The Canadians are some of the most woke people out there. Or should we
correctly say, their government. They must be closely watching events unfold in
Australia to see how they should proceed next.

CondZero

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

They also stopped reporting breakthrough asymptomatic cases in vaxxed. Wonder
why? 

GeeCee

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Would love a source link re: different cycle thresholds for vaxd vs unvaxd to share with
people in my peer (argument) group!

It's so exhausting constantly fighting with colleagues, friends and family that have 6
hours a day to follow celebrities, watch cat videos, scan CNN headlines, and
pontificate... but somehow are "too busy" to read, take on deep and balanced learning,
and critically think their way to conclusions.

Share the link of you can!

PenchantForHoarding

#

#
1 Reply"

1 day ago

Haven't found the specific cycle thresholds for Florida, but there are some good
links in this article, including a link to Florida reporting requirements and some other
links.

Anything over 35 cycles is pretty suspect to me. 

flyonmywall

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Any PCR a test above 20 cycles makes the result invalid, all you are doing above that
is injecting noise into the measurement. 40 cycles is a joke and will result in 100%
positive rate.

ZiggyStarDust

#

#

https://sentinelksmo.org/cycle-threshold-data-required-in-florida-lenexa-lab-wont-release-in-ks/
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Reply"

1 day ago

Right. And the CDC has reduced / eliminated "Breakthrough Cases" of the vaxxed by
changing the rules once again to keep these numbers low. It's all a bloody sham.

CondZero

#

#

52 Reply"

1 day ago

This isn't about public health.  If it was, ivermectin would be over the counter with well
advertised guidance on how to use it.  This is about control.  The people in power are going
to lose that power when the banking system implodes, they know this and they are trying to
reassert themselves in a new, far more authoritarian way.  It will fail, but the damage done in
the meantime will be incalculable.  Vaccine passports are not about proving that you've had
the vax.  They're the wedge to crack open a new avenue of control.  

El Vaquero

#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago

10/10
bothneither

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Very well said my friend.  If the Public ever wakes up one day and realizes we don't
need private central banks, the world would be a much more free place.

A currency ran by its own country, that only prints enough money each year to match
population growth would be a great starting point.  Meaning assets should retain value,
year after year.  No need for this banker inflation.

Shaftburn

#

#

19 Reply"

1 day ago

I'm an emergency room doctor. Covid-19 is not a big deal now. It has never been a big
deal.

ZBO88

#

#
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6 Reply"

1 day ago

The vax is killing off the elderly first.  Fewer and fewer social security and pension
checks going out the door each month.  Keeps them liquid that much longer so they
can remain in power.

They created Bitcoin to keep money out of gold so their dollar would look better that
much longer.

911truther

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Spot on. This guy gets it.
bidennotmyprez99

#

#
6 Reply"

1 day ago

what is this fascination with an animal medication?

HCQ has been around for decades... was approved by the CDS back in 2005 I believe
as "safe and effective" against SARS.

It is also available over the counter in countries that are not trying to actively spread
fear and panic.

Mister E

#

#

40 Reply"

1 day ago

Funny how some people who have been lied to over and over still are hopeful that the
government bureaucrats are going to change and tell the truth at some point. 

yerfej

#

#

1 32 Reply"

1 day ago

lied to? what are you talking about? this article is complete agit prop. hospitals in
highly dense regions DID have to send patients elsewhere. OR do you not remember
people here complaining about how they couldn't get basic healthcare?

Mtnrunnr

#

#
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24 Reply"

1 day ago

Do you not remember that the cdc used a phony cycle count on the pcr tests of 40
plus to make the data on covid a complete and utter fraud? and how they applied
these tests to people who died of heart attacks and gunshot wounds and car wrecks
to fraudulently claim that they died of covid? and that they tested everyone who
came into the hospitals for heart attacks, appendicitis and every other reason and if
they tested positive from the fraudulent pcr test, they were counted as a covid
hospitalization and not what they originally were admitted to the hospital for?

 

There was only a very small number of excess deaths. covid was no more than a
bad flu. and the delta variant, if there even is one, is even less lethal, so it is no more
than the flu. 

 

So what in sam hell is everyone so concerned about? unless they have another
agenda. Which they do. Last year liberals were all over tv saying they would never
take the vax. Now they're for it? 

Think for a change and don't just accept the horse pucky they're trying to get you to
believe. 

archipusz

#

#

2 22 Reply"

1 day ago

cycle counts are not the same thing as running out of beds in an icu.
Mtnrunnr

#

#

1 22 Reply"

1 day ago

also, it's been really funny watching the guys that slept through bio in
highschool lecture me about mRNA and PCR cycle thresholds. nah, bro. You
lost your chance.

Mtnrunnr

#

#
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13

1 day ago

Hmm.  Some of the world's most successful people come here to read the
comments, but they aren't highbrow enough for you.  

Since you're up on all the science stuff, have you heard of the Dunning-
Kruger effect?  

Slaytheist

#

#

10

1 day ago

I know you. You're the genius driving around alone in your vehicle windows
up wearing the masks... 2 masks cuz FauciFreakshow said to. Please feel
free to mix and match injection brands. I hear that's all the rage now.
Additionally. Go get your booster. You can have mine too. lol

bothneither

#

#
8 Reply"

1 day ago

Look at Covid vax rates- it explains the ICU bed utilization- higher Covid vax
rates higher ICU utilization from vax injury/ Covid infection ( ADE).

Befits

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

yeah we all remember that "running out of beds" crap.

There would be no need for ICU care if the standard, over-the-counter
antivirals like HCQ (and others) were employed in a timely manner, IF the
patient even actually has Covid.. which of course is highly questionable when
the PCR tests are deliberately overamped.

But yes, we all remember that "running out of beds" bullshit...they used the
same excuse to coerce people into getting flu shots every year.

Mister E

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Yes sick people who aren’t treated are going to get worse, that was true before
this pandemic.

ivermectin has a nearly 100% cure rate for COVID, see the India results. Stop
being a tool.

ZiggyStarDust

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

maybe you should check out the reports of hospital ward closings and staff
layoffs that was commensurate with the reports of hospitals running out of
beds.

aging perplexity

#

#

16 Reply"

1 day ago

At least your brain dead fantasy world is consistent. 
yerfej

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

“A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds . . . " ― Ralph Waldo
Emerson, Self-Reliance

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Ignored.
WhiteCulture

#

#

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/1758578
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Reply"

1 day ago

Yeah hospitals were overloaded before we had treatments and the vaccine.  My
state is now reporting that only 6% of available hospital beds are occupied by
confirmed and suspected covid patients.   Not now. 

But this article is about now, not back a year ago.  

MoreFreedom

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

See thats why you are a right wing extremist conspiracy nazi. We all know the
government would never lie ! :) 

NIRP-BTFD

#

#
1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

What was once "your opinion" "my opinion" and the "facts" truth has been
reformulated to be "your truth" "my truth" and "the propaganda"

Facts are no longer wanted, they only intervene with the narrative!

We have to remember that the "truth" invites debate, because facts cannot be
manipulated, Lies and propaganda "avoids debate" because facts may get in the way
of the Narrative!

perikleous

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

The left still hasn’t figured out they’ve been lied to.
911truther

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Useful idiots rarely wake up until their backs are against the wall.
uncle_duke

#

#
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34 Reply"

1 day ago

Take NSW Australia for Instance

Population 8.1 Million, 801150 square kilometers

The whole state is locked down, and Sydney is basically under a Martial Law

Why ? because 93 have died of "Covid" in 18 months and 3/4 of those were over 70

The total deaths for Influenza in NSW for 2019 was 66, compared to 93 over 18 Months

If any of that makes any sense then I'm as dumb as Bat-Shit

But the real con here is the Cases, it's all about the Number of Cases.

So if you can tell somebody that is healthy they are sick, that's a Case !

If you can con 8.1 Million healthy people they are sick, but nobody dies, it's the worst
epidemic in history ! And nobody died, because the Government did a really great job.

 

Dr Phuckit
#

#

7 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

I think it's more about useless eaters than anything else.

joego1

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

yeah and those useless eaters all seem to be working either for the government or
the media.

In fact, I would say these freaks are worse than useless, they are actually HARMFUL

Mister E

#

#
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2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

It's those inbred blights in Buckingham Palace,  Prince Charles. Leading the charge.
They're really pushing this bizarre social experiment in the Land of Oz. I wonder what
they did to piss off Old Buckingham Lizzy....

bothneither

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Prince Phillip:  "When I die, I hope to come back as a virus so I can kill millions of
people"

Maybe we should call this the Prince Phillip virus

Mister E

#

#

Reply"

19 hours ago

Corona = crown. What a coinkydink.
HowdyDoody

#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago

Australia's lockdown measures (like most countries) are inversely proportional to
firearm ownership.  

Shaftburn

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

It's inversely proportional to the numbers Vaxxed

Nobody has brought out their guns from the cupboard yet in the USA to stop
election fraud or medical fraud.

Dr Phuckit

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

I have to respectfully disagree, Australia had some of the most draconian
lockdowns before any of these genetic vaccines were released for the public.  I
know Oz leaders are using Vax rate as a metric for more lockdowns,  but this
seems like a cop out.

Shaftburn

#

#
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Reply"

1 day ago

You nailed it 100%

Total hysteria and cynical political manipulation to distract from economic Depression
and an idiotic 'war' with China -- the main customer and supplier. We have economic
subaltern trailors in Canberra. 

I look at Sweden to get an alternative view -- e.g., "17. Sweden: In Sweden, covid
mortality in 2020, without a lockdown, was comparable to a strong influenza season
and somewhat below the EU average. About 50% of Swedish deaths occurred in
nursing homes and the median age of Swedish covid deaths was about 84
years." https://swprs.org/facts-about-covid-19/

On the West coast life is fairy normal atm -- but we have secure borders which makes
it easier. Not that the politicians won't jump at any opportunity to blow their dog-
whistle for some more distracting 'squirrel' training. It gives them an excuse to pump
helicopter money into key (voting) sectors without having to touch/dismantle/accept
sacred economic theory/ideology. The sad and scarey part is -- the majority of the
lemmings love it.  Figure that one out?

rc59

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

I agree up to a point but I see an imminent war with china as anything other than
idiotic.

the chinese are getting way too big for their britches.. seeking to dominate the south
china sea and intimidate all their neighbors. 

they are not playing fair, but they are playing for keeps. 

at the very least, their outposts in the SCS need to be taken out.

Mister E

#

#

27 Reply"

1 day ago

Can’t keep up with the media. I’m too busy clearing the dead bodies off my street.
Lookout Mountain

#

#

https://swprs.org/facts-about-covid-19/
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

They're not dead yet!
grunk

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Thank you, I've always loved that movie.

sparky139

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

I am surprised you havent been caught yet

have the police been defunded by you?

tezza1

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

but they're getting better....
Mister E

#

#

26 Reply"

1 day ago

Scratch the surface of any of the reported numbers about all things COVID, and the
narrative swiftly collapses. 

bacony

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

yeah it's wonderful that all the Hedgies know this... and it's great that we can diddle
each other all day.

Unfortunately, the word does not seem to be spreading very fast to our "progressive"
neighbors, and they are the ones who will rat you out eventually.

Mister E

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jdf5EXo6I68
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Reply"

1 day ago

I am guessing you live in a so-called blue state. 
bacony

#

#

23 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The Florida numbers are faked for political reasons

CDC already got caught padding the recent florida numbers by 50%

Hospitals empty / doctors offices empty / etc

There is an RSV outbreak going on thats pumping up the numbers a bit, and they are most
likely counting these cases as "Covid" just like they did with the flu last year. but again not
one dies from that unless they are already weak from something else, and they are over-
hospitalizing the kids out of an over abundance of caution and for political reasons 

#flimyourhopsital

 

Peak Finance

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/08/breaking-exclusive-doctor-sarasota-
hospital-witnesses-50-year-old-man-covid-killed-hospital-personnel-doctor-restrained-
advocates-patient-video/

“The doctor offered to represent the 50-year-old patient but the hospital continued to
not address the man’s pneumonia. When the doctor offered to help the man, the
hospital put the doctor in restraints until they decided how to deal with him. This
unbelievable story appears to be an effort by those in power to COVID-Kill the middle-
aged man by not providing to him the anti-biotics needed to kill pneumonia.”

 

Ordinarily, I'd call this out, but the world changed in 2020.

richarda

#

#

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/08/breaking-exclusive-doctor-sarasota-hospital-witnesses-50-year-old-man-covid-killed-hospital-personnel-doctor-restrained-advocates-patient-video/
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21 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

There never was a pandemic from a "novel" virus.  It was all pulled off by promoting
misinterpretations of the PCR method......which is NOT a clinical test.  The inventor Kary
Mullis even said so.  Too bad he passed away right before this whole thing kicked off.

Sprumford
#

#

1 26 Reply"

1 day ago

tell that to the 600,000 and counting that died.
Mtnrunnr

#

#

19 Reply"

1 day ago

This number is probably as fake as Bidens vote count: )
NIRP-BTFD

#

#

11 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Liar. No net increase in deaths. See you at Nuremberg 2.0, charged with fraud.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#
1 12 Reply"

1 day ago

that's not true at all. that is demonstrably false.
Mtnrunnr

#

#

8 1 Reply"

1 day ago

It's been demonstrated.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

It's actually true.  Overall mortality is unchanged through the pandemic.  And
life insurance companies treat the bug as a non-event.

SuperareDolo

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

You're an idiot.
Dash8

#

#

15 Reply"

1 day ago

Over 1,000,000 die every week worldwide.  Covid is small potatoes.  Exercise and
losing weight will do more for you than masks and shit.

hongdo

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

600k die every year in this country from medical mistakes and nobody bats an eye.
 100k from pneumonia and flu which we’re both essentially 0 last year.  The overall
total deaths in this country were lower in 2020 than 2019 so this is a statistical
pandemic not a medical pandemic.  

GadsdenFlag

#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago

Western allopathy is a crime: https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/?
s=medical+deaths&submit=Search

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

That's 1 in 550 based on current population.

The market, and Casinos view Montecarlo rules (85% odds) as a winning hand.
Therefore, we are winning

Nobody 2.0

#

#

https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/?s=medical+deaths&submit=Search
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

Only 5-6% of those did OF Covid.  The remainder died (gunshots included) WITH
Covid - per the CDC. 

Slaytheist

tell that to the 600,000 and counting that died.

 

#

#

Show More Replies

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Kary Mullis was murdered.

sparky139

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Damn straight he was.

BTW - Israel did 911.

Decatur Guy

#

#

20 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Here in TN the local school boards in urban centers Nashville, Knoxville and Memphis have
been infiltrated with liberal Marxists who are all implementing edicts for all school age
children required to wear masks.  Again, the rural citizens have urged their representatives to
to request Gov Lee to open a special session of our legislature for the matter to be taken
up.  The argument is there seems to be a politization of the burden placed on parents and
children to comply with these ludicrous mandates.  The Marxists are inflating hospitalization
claiming TN hospitals are at capacities for a virus that is less lethal than the mRNA flu.  But
the gall of these lefties is they are now citing the daily transportation expenses and daily
costs to keep our Legislature in session.  Imagine - all of a sudden they've become
financially "responsible"...HARDLY.

Totally_Disillusioned

#

#
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9 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago (Edited)

I've seen that name earlier today. Your Governor Lee just signed executive order #83,
lowering the standards for health care staffing,  A mental health professional can now
call you on the phone, diagnose mental illness and have you institutionalized. The
national guard has been activated to assist in healthcare, duties not limited to
healthcare settings, and "Temporary quarantine and isolation facilities may be
constructed." Read concentration camps. Here's a PDF. 

https://publications.tnsosfiles.com/pub/execorders/exec-orders-lee83.pdf 

Things that go bump

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

oh shit this already exists  in florida through the baker act
totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41

#

#

20 Reply"

1 day ago

Nothing added up from day one.

I still can't believe the BS that people allowed to get by them.

"You don't wear a mask to protect you, you wear a mask to protect others from you."

"The vaccine doesn't prevent infection, unless everyone is inoculated. Because, you don't
get the vaccine to protect you, you get it to protect others from you."

Somehow the inside of the mask prevents transmission, but anything from the outside
comes right through according to the generally accepted theory.

The logic fail is that if you are not sick, the mask or the vaccine has no ability to protect
others. Because, if you aren't sick, you can't infect anyone.

Besides, if either did work, then wearing a mask or getting the vaccine would prevent
infection. 

adr

#

#

https://publications.tnsosfiles.com/pub/execorders/exec-orders-lee83.pdf
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19 Reply"

1 day ago

Hospitals in Houston are so empty they're going bankrupt.

Doctors locked out from Houston hospital, treat patients in parking lot - CBS News

 

JethroBodine_
#

#

25 Reply"

1 day ago

This is the real story - and its happening everywhere.  Its not that beds are being
overrun by patients.  Its that beds and staff have been cut.  Its really that simple.  And
they are hiding it.

Pareto

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

$1M in back rent? Sounds like they are bustling
Nona Yobiznes

#

#
18 Reply"

1 day ago

My local news in red State Kansas was saying how the hospitals were full of unvaccinated
people and they were also saying that you need to get a booster if you've already had two
shots.  If it's only the unvaccinated that are getting it why do you need a booster?

CthulhuNoLivesMatter

#

#

11 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The german CDC (RKI) said today tehy think about mandating vaccinated having to
test themselves again, get boosters and wear masks indoors. So why get the vaxx?
LOL

NIRP-BTFD

#

#

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/the-heights-hospital-houston-doctors-parking-lot-unpaid-rent/
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16 Reply"

1 day ago

saying how the hospitals were full of unvaccinated people

they are the doctors and nurses

tezza1

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

1. jabbed are Covid super spreaders

2. Delta has done an end run around the jab

3. Thus Never Jabbers, must be jabbed to be protected from the Jabbed Covid
superspreaders

4. WTF?

BinAnunnaki

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

They don't test the Vaxxed for Covid, so no vaxxed people get it. It's all just the
unvaxxed.

Horseless Headsman

#

#

18 Reply"

1 day ago

Yesterday: worst cases need a booster.

Today: likely 'everyone' says Fauci.

In the UK they are hinting once a month.

Exactly how long are you going to make it taking this crap once per month and not being
able to breath on top of it?

It's time to go to war people 

rsnoble

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

I don't see how you could take that shyte once a month and live, or best case, have
your brains turned to mush. Or turn you into one big, perambulating blood clot.

BethanyAnneNacht

#

#

17 Reply"

1 day ago

Someone posted earlier today that Moderna had never EVER created a drug. Thought that
was suspect so read into it. Yep. Not one. Every trial shot down or cancelled. Never made a
vaccine until this one. Pretty amazing

Govvy10

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Look at their 5yr stock chart.  Ticker mrna
Maj. DyckHead

#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago

Go look at their S1 on Edgar.

Moderna had lost~$1b, no drugs past Stage 2 trials, company describe ‘regulatory
hurdles’ as key risk, mRNA is the ‘software of life’, and Kill Bill Gates foundation as a
major investor.

who in their right mind would want any Bill Gates software injected in them?

berlinjames02

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

guess Melinda left him because he couldn't "inject" his "software" into her . . .
banned_on_the_run

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

They whipped it up in 6 months too, trial included.  
Shaftburn

#

#
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16 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

The synchronized nurse dances should be outstanding this season

Uncle Sugar
#

#

16 Reply"

1 day ago

Just two years to flatten the curve.
toady

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

To flatten the resistance.

Occult Ritual Transformation and Coronavirus: How Mask Wearing, Hand Washing,
“Social Separation” and Lockdowns Are Age-Old Occult Rituals Being Used to Initiate
People Into a New Global Order

https://haveyenotread.com/occult-ritual-transformation-and-coronavirus/?
fbclid=IwAR0N8ou4abDVSBuDg56G5mxMI7sD8ew-pG23jz5zUgzhfsVsVJ6rnGa5Mbw

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

16 Reply"

1 day ago

There has been an article on CNN talking about how TX ICU for children is filled up - no
more room for kids with Covid.  If you actually subject yourself to reading the propaganda
junk - you'll see it is all due to staffing shortages.  Most likely vax related.  But the scare
headline is that TX has too many kids with covid for the ICU.  Just pathetic.

2pac

#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

There is no shortage. They had to retract it was actually only 783 kids admitted over a
month in the entire state and 3/4 of those are most likely false positives.

https://www.foxnews.com/media/texas-tribune-erroneously-reports-5800-children-
hospitalized-covid

Hadrian

#

#

https://haveyenotread.com/occult-ritual-transformation-and-coronavirus/?fbclid=IwAR0N8ou4abDVSBuDg56G5mxMI7sD8ew-pG23jz5zUgzhfsVsVJ6rnGa5Mbw
https://www.foxnews.com/media/texas-tribune-erroneously-reports-5800-children-hospitalized-covid
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

At least 3/4
wellwaddyaknow

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

They fired all the health care workers for refusing the vaccine?
Lionel Mandrake

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

They threaten many of them.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Wasn't that the hospital that fired staff for refusing Vax?

No staff, no patients. Simple fix. Stop firing them.

Nobody 2.0

#

#
15 Reply"

1 day ago

hawaii is having an outbreak but no one wants to suggest it may be the vaxxed tourists
spreading the virus.

besnook10

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Yeah, supposedly most MexiKaliFornicators are vaxxed, but they are claiming that
there is a massive uptick of the "Covid" blaming the unvaxxed for it.

Battlefield USA

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Plus, it's still not what they claim it is. PCR detects nothing. They're poisoned, not
infected. 

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#
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15 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

This is a very revealing video (Kate Dalley) and suggests that a lot of people have died
unnecessarily due to most hospitals following a ridged protocol after patients test positive
for Covid.  We all know how reliable those Covid tests are.  /sarc

A real eye opener and would explain a lot of the deaths.  So many
incompetent/corruptible doctors without any critical thinking skills following edicts from on
high regardless of outcome.  

What is happening in many hospitals is extremely dangerous.  

Woman Stops Hospital from Executing Husband, Ventilators are the New Firing Squad
(banned.video)

 

JethroBodine_
#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

How many have comorbidities?
ipso_facto

#

#
4 Reply"

1 day ago

Around 94%.
Sprumford

#

#

14 1 Reply"

1 day ago

My conclusion is that the jab is the disease!  
Password_is_Password

#

#

14 Reply"

1 day ago

Its all - total - bullshit.
Pareto

#

#

https://banned.video/watch?id=611589cc12a8614b6652417a
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13 Reply"

1 day ago

Lies, lies and more lies.
FilledwithHope

#

#

13 Reply"

1 day ago

It’s a test.  How vaxtarded and masktarded are you?
Antivaxxer kekekekekekeke

#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago

That’s great. Two of my favorite new words. 
TheInformed

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Vaxocaust, pHARMageddon, holodomoredamage, coronapocalypse . . .
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Made me think of Roy Dean Mercer.  Well how big a boy are ya?
Ignoredumbasses

#

#

13 Reply"

1 day ago

Well I guess it is time to go back to filming empty hospitals again.
Lyman54

#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago

Don’t bother. Nobody will care.  The true-believers will think it’s fake, and the rest of us
already know they aren’t overflowing. 

TheInformed

#

#
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12 Reply"

1 day ago

CDC excess deaths page.........looks pretty 'dead' to me.......

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid19/excess_deaths.htm

Meanwhile the good ol' flu is.......upticking........

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/weekly/weeklyarchives2020-2021/ILI31.html

NOTHING IS HAPPENING PEOPLE.

NOTHING.

Jim in MN
#

#

11 1 Reply"

1 day ago

To all my bothers and sisters out there, if you do not live in FL, then you have no idea what is
going on in Florida. Eff the fake media!

We in Florida are healthy. We in Florida are strong. Regardless of what the Biden admin tells
you.

I love you all.

Corn Pops brother, Pop Corn

#

#

11 Reply"

1 day ago

Everything adds up perfectly.  You just need to roll over the rotten logs at the WEF, WHO,
UN, Rockefellers etc etc to see the parasites feasting on their own excrement and enjoying
the pain they inflict on the populace.  

Maj. DyckHead

#

#

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid19/excess_deaths.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/weekly/weeklyarchives2020-2021/ILI31.html
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11 Reply"

1 day ago

They knew back in 2015 that vaccinating into a pandemic with a leaky vaccine is a bad idea.
Why did they start doing it anyway? 

 

Imperfect Vaccination Can Enhance the Transmission of Highly Virulent Pathogens

https://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/article/comments?id=10.1371/journal.pbio.1002198

 

NIRP-BTFD
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Hedge comment

Vaccine escape is caused by people becoming infected before they have formed a
sterilizing vaccine response. Ideally the CDC should have mounted a multi-prong
attack on the virus to eliminate the creation of new variants. All Fauci managed to do
was make it bad for pretty much everyone until the end of time.

 

“Generally, the more people are infected, the more the chances for vaccine resistance
to emerge,” said Fyodor Kondrashov of the Institute of Science and Technology
Austria.

“So the more Delta is infectious, the more reason for concern,” Kondrashov said. “By
having a situation where you vaccinate everybody, a vaccine-resistant mutant actually
gains a selective advantage

BinAnunnaki

#

#

11 Reply"

1 day ago

Forget about covid look at the great reset instead.
NIRP-BTFD

#

#

https://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/article/comments?id=10.1371/journal.pbio.1002198
https://www.thelancet.com/article/S1473-3099(21)00202-4/fulltext
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

It IS the great reset. 90+% depop, then technocratic full-spectrum dominance via
Skynet and Robocop/dog.

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

You're right its not about vaccines, viruses or pandemics.

I've posted links here before about the great reset. I try to tell people that.

One more thing, why not let the technology evolve gradually, why rush all this? Internet,
television, telephones, cell phones, radio, computers and so on all evolved gradually.

I think they are rushing this great reset on us because they are scared that the new
technology will be used against them. There will reach a point soon were the
government will not be the only entity using very powerful technology.

dont stare at the beam

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

THEY ARE rushing it because the anti christ could be at the doors and they need to
get the system ready according to their "sacred numbers" this whole thing is tied to
the occult and the economy. 

 

every single politician on the planet is committed towards this plan as they are
freemasons as well

totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41

#

#

11 Reply"

1 day ago

Wait till the effects of the clot shot kick in.  Then you'll see hospital's overwhelmed. 
Darth Vader

#

#
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11 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Maybe the depoppers are right.

We'd be better off without the sheeple.

Pair Of Dimes Shift
#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Maybe, but it's not to Fraudchi, Gates, Schwab, Walensky, W.H.O., & Co. to decide.
Nor you. Nor me.

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago

In Toronto with 3 million people, 90% of cases are the "deadly" Delta variant but there are
exactly 20 people hospitalized and only 5 in ICU. With about 1200 cases in the last 10 days,
that's a 2% hospitalization rate. So we have 80% herd immunity together with a weaker
virus, but the hysteria continues unabated.

DeeDeeTwo

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Hysteria is a lucrative .biz model.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

ORDO AB CHAO
Kobe Beef

#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago

I’m changing the batteries in my bullshit detectors way too often these days.
TessieTickles

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Better safe than sorry. Money well-spent.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#
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10 1 Reply"

1 day ago

The illegals top destination is FLORIDA as they come through SOUTH TEXAS like the
locusts they are.  Dragging the Covids across the South.

PedroS
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

There is no bug. Never been isolated. Illegals don't have it - no one does. CDC had to
retract the Florida lie: 

CDC Forced To ‘Adjust’ Sunday’s Florida ‘Record’ Covid Count Lower By Almost 50%
After State Health Department Cries Foul on Data

CDC Combines Multiple Days of Data into One to Make it Appear Florida is Reporting
Record Number of New Daily Covid Cases

The "woke" are sleepwalking. PCR "results" are pure fiction.

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

But of course, COVID also doesn't exist.
Mtnrunnr

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Nice try. The whole thing's a ruse to convince people to allow the lethal injections of
5G-enabled graphene oxide nanotubes and spike protein gain-of-function. STFU,
azole. See you at Nuremberg 2.0, saline placebo boy.

Serial Killer Fauci Forgets Which Arm He Injected With Fake Coronahoax Vaccine

And, hey, deep state wh0r, I get it: you're honeypotting to see who knows what. Ya
got me there. FOAD.

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/cdc-forced-to-adjust-sundays-florida-record-covid-count-lower-by-almost-50-after-state-health-department-cries-foul-on-data/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/cdc-combines-multiple-days-of-data-into-one-to-make-it-appear-florida-is-reporting-record-number-of-new-daily-covid-cases/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/M0nMg6FfdNPe/
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10 Reply"

1 day ago

Actual Covid Patients are executed with ventilators.

Interviewed patients saying how they wish they got the vaccine are actors in studios that
look like hospitals.

 

paranoid.dragon
#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

Florida's flu season is summer - everyone's inside, in A/C space.  You can't overreact to this,
and underreact to their very good winter numbers.

SuperareDolo

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

Ay De Ee
Hughing

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

This?

Antibody-dependent Enhancement (ADE) and Vaccines ...

https://www.chop.edu › vaccine-safety › antibody-depe...

ADE occurs when the antibodies generated during an immune response recognize and
bind to a pathogen, but they are unable to prevent infection.

Antibody-dependent enhancement and SARS-CoV-2 ... - Nature

https://www.nature.com › ... › perspectives › article

by WS Lee · 2020 · Cited by 236 — One potential hurdle for antibody-based vaccines
and therapeutics is the risk of exacerbating COVID-19 severity via antibody-
dependent ...

Antibody-dependent enhancement of virus infection and disease

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Hedge commemt on ADE

YES.  They died because the gene-editing jab destroyed their Cleanup macrophages
following their other macrophages killing the germ with protein spikes as they are
supposed to do in an organic immune system.  ALL the debris caused by the germ
deaths needed to be removed so the LUNGS could breathe.  The artificial gene-
edited system has no STOP for generating protein spikes so it just keeps going and
causes the cytokine storm which shuts down major organs.  This is only ONE of the
deadly scenarios being caused by gene-ediiting your immune system.  The Jabbed
are the ones generating the variants.  Blood clots, myocarditis and other "side
effects" may effect you.  It depends on your DNA how well you tolerate this gene
edit.  Just because you had it and have had no ill effects means almost nothing.  You
will have to have updates for the rest if your life.  Predictions of severe ill health and
deaths over the next 3-5 years

BinAnunnaki

#

#

https://www.chop.edu/centers-programs/vaccine-education-center/vaccine-safety/antibody-dependent-enhancement-and-vaccines
https://www.chop.edu/centers-programs/vaccine-education-center/vaccine-safety/antibody-dependent-enhancement-and-vaccines
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41564-020-00789-5
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41564-020-00789-5
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/12725690/
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9 Reply"

1 day ago

Never underestimate the nefarious lefties that inhabit academia, media, government
agencies and increasingly, medicine. Any malady affecting the respiratory tract will
immediately be written off as Covid.  Here's the influenza numbers according to the CDC:

"During September 28, 2020–May 22, 2021 in the United States, 1,675 (0.2%) of 818,939
respiratory specimens tested by U.S. clinical laboratories were positive for an influenza
virus".

"For comparison, during the last three seasons before the pandemic, the proportion of
respiratory specimens testing positive for influenza peaked between 26.2% and 30.3%"

Evidently Covid battled with the flu and won.

Reformed60sradical
#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Langley troll <MtnRunnr> will tell you that's not true. Watch: 3, 2, 1 . . . 
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

Watch this excellent video and explanation of COVID:

https://rumble.com/vkwcb4-dr-dan-stock-specialist-in-immunology-and-inflammation-says-
cdc-and-nih-is-.html

from the article at:

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/08/epic-video-dr-dan-stock-everything-
recommended-cdc-state-board-health-actually-contrary-rules-science/

COVID reservoir is in animals, vaccines will never eradicate it. As a side note, from personal
conversations with various doctors, 95% vaccine efficiency for COVID variants (Flu) is
unheard off, something around 60% is more like it. As for mRNA vaccines, they were never
sucessfully tested before.

Neochrome

#

#

https://rumble.com/vkwcb4-dr-dan-stock-specialist-in-immunology-and-inflammation-says-cdc-and-nih-is-.html
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/08/epic-video-dr-dan-stock-everything-recommended-cdc-state-board-health-actually-contrary-rules-science/
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12 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

I responded to this exact video two days ago with a point by point deconstruction of
literally everything this man said. it's ALL incorrect information. I'll do it again here too,
but you wont respond to it.

put simply breakthrough cases are NOT antibody dependant enhancement.

Mtnrunnr

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Agent mntrunnr is on the clock. 

!

LasVegasLongLeggs

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

On the deep state c0ck.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#
9 Reply"

1 day ago

I got yer narrative, right heah 

the jabbed are Covid Super Spreaders 

BinAnunnaki

#

#
5 Reply"

1 day ago

That might be what they wanted.
jim942

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Spreaders of spike proteins: Technocrat Scientists Are Working On Self-Spreading
Vaccines   

 https://www.technocracy.news/israel-reports-65-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-are-
vaccinated/

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

https://www.technocracy.news/technocrat-scientists-are-working-on-self-spreading-vaccines/
https://www.technocracy.news/israel-reports-65-of-seriously-ill-covid-patients-are-vaccinated/
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

A bunch of people from Obama's party came down with the crud.
Burfum Schnurr

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

They are crud. Gold-plated shyt.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

How do they even know there are Covid "cases" when there is no proven test for it? The
PCR test has been done away with because it is inaccurate.

Whoa Dammit

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Careful, you will cause Colander Heads everywhere to explode.
Battlefield USA

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Soviet Amerika rising.

Will the frogs leap out, or boil?

         

"

—ALIEN—

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Maybe hospitalization rates in Florida are higher than everywhere else is because half the
Florida population is over 80 years old.

MANvsMACHINE

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

Media and Lies are synonyms..........
fireant

#

#
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

it is simple as this the numbers are all wrong if as they admit the pcr test doesnt work
tezza1

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Um, maybe the covid numbers in Florida could have something to do with the fact that they
are dumping illegal immigrants from Mexico and CA there.  Call it a hunch.

banned_on_the_run

#

#

8 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Or, it could be complete BS, made up to push another agenda, like rapid vaccination
programs.

chubbar

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

There is no bug. Never been isolated. Illegals don't have it - no one does. CDC had to
retract the Florida lie: 

CDC Forced To ‘Adjust’ Sunday’s Florida ‘Record’ Covid Count Lower By Almost 50%
After State Health Department Cries Foul on Data

CDC Combines Multiple Days of Data into One to Make it Appear Florida is Reporting
Record Number of New Daily Covid Cases

The "woke" are sleepwalking.

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

it has been isolated. actually.
Mtnrunnr

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

Actually, it hasn't.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/cdc-forced-to-adjust-sundays-florida-record-covid-count-lower-by-almost-50-after-state-health-department-cries-foul-on-data/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/cdc-combines-multiple-days-of-data-into-one-to-make-it-appear-florida-is-reporting-record-number-of-new-daily-covid-cases/
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

this is a man made, gain of function virus that escaped from a research facility.
China, a country that doesn't care at all about it's people WELDED it's
residents indoors. It's mutating by the day. you'll get it one day. and I enjoy
knowing that one day, in the not so distant future you will both be sick AND
believe that it isn't real. the irony of that will be enough to satisfy me.

Mtnrunnr

#

#

3

1 day ago

Womp, womp. 

! #

LasVegasLongLeggs

#

#

4

1 day ago

It didn't "escape", covid co-conspirator.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

all numbers from the cabal through their media minions are cooked.

Hospitals are not overflowing.  Check out videos on Telegram like Richard citizen reporter.
empty lots, empty lobbies.  In my area, hospitals seem to be about average volume.  even
the exaggerated "case" counts are well below prior peak and appear to be peaking. deaths
remain low to none.

Florida weather in August keeps a lot of people inside and ironically out of the sun so
exposure may be greater and vitamin D levels may be below what is necessary.

curmudgery

#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

What's happening is simple to anyone with a few brain cells: the drive to get everyone and
their dog jabbed is faltering, so they are ramping up The Fear again. It's all BS. Like the
whole China flu scam.

bidennotmyprez99

#

#
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6 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I’m seeing it so much more in the local news this time around. The headlines are way over
the top, but when you read the story, there’s not much meat, or it’s lacking any real numbers,
or just using phrases like “considerably more.” There is a lot of gaslighting going on. I
seriously thought things would tone down after the election so this surprises me. 

GeeCee
#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

If you don't live in FL to see what is actually occurring in FL, then F*ck off!

Which County in Florida is saying they are overflowing? Which Hospital?

Please, let me know. So I can go there and help, or take pics to prove you are full of shyt!

I am tired of the propaganda. I am tired of the hysteria. I am tired of the fear.

 

Corn Pops brother, Pop Corn

#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago

Can nobody tell me which FL hospital needs help?

Its been more than an hour. I'm beginning to think this is all political.

I frequently go by Trinity and Mease hospitals, and they don't need my help.

Corn Pops brother, Pop Corn

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Didn't they recently release some GMO mosquitoes in Florida?

https://www.ctvnews.ca/mobile/sci-tech/first-ever-u-s-release-of-genetically-modified-
mosquitoes-begins-in-florida-keys-1.5409516

coletrickle45

#

#

https://www.ctvnews.ca/mobile/sci-tech/first-ever-u-s-release-of-genetically-modified-mosquitoes-begins-in-florida-keys-1.5409516
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6 Reply"

1 day ago

The author answered the question. Why do states with Covid policies like Florida , except
with lower Covid vax rates, not have increasing cases like Florida? It’s the Covid vax stupid-
causing illness/ injury. 

Befits
#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

What does Covid vax stupid- mean in this context?
Indelible Scars

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

The jabbed are Covid super spreaders 
BinAnunnaki

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=09maaUaRT4M -- MASS PSYCHOSIS - How an Entire
Population Becomes MENTALLY ILL

(basically by Carl Yung and Hannah Adrent plus a few others)

snblitz

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Propaganda expert warns of global COVID psyop – ‘Should ring alarm bells for
anyone who has even the most basic grasp of history’

No!

“It was pretty clear from the beginning that propaganda was being employed.”

Duh.

Battlefield USA

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=09maaUaRT4M
https://www.wnd.com/2021/08/propaganda-expert-warns-global-covid-psyop/
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6 Reply"

1 day ago

That's easy, Florida is where old people go to die.  Due to the large number of old people
your going to get more people who only need a slight flu to end up in the hospital or to end
their lives.

Rip the Jacker
#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

the CDC lowered their own fudged numbers in FL  a couple of days ago so i dont
believe that there's many people in hospital beds 

totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

CDC had to retract the Florida lie: 

CDC Forced To ‘Adjust’ Sunday’s Florida ‘Record’ Covid Count Lower By Almost
50% After State Health Department Cries Foul on Data

CDC Combines Multiple Days of Data into One to Make it Appear Florida is
Reporting Record Number of New Daily Covid Cases

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Yet, again?

It NEVER added up.

This whole pandemic and the next one Bill Gates has planned does not add up!

I don't give a cr*p what proof you offer that some virus/bacterium exists, the power for
someone/anyone to shutdown a nation's economy does not exist! Period. Now where! Show
me where that exists! It isn't in the US Constitution. It is not in a state constitution. It is not
even in the Emergency Powers Act!

Corn Pops brother, Pop Corn

#

#

https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/cdc-forced-to-adjust-sundays-florida-record-covid-count-lower-by-almost-50-after-state-health-department-cries-foul-on-data/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/cdc-combines-multiple-days-of-data-into-one-to-make-it-appear-florida-is-reporting-record-number-of-new-daily-covid-cases/
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6 Reply"

1 day ago

Doesn't add up?

What else is new? 

wellwaddyaknow
#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

OT:

Mask and vaccine booster shot supporters on social media are very excited about a new bill
introduced by Rep. Ritche Torres (D-NY) that would ban passengers who have not taken the
COVID vaccine from traveling on all domestic airline flights.

jim942

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Just less than one year ago, libtards were all over tv saying they would never take the
vaccine. Now they're trying to force it on others. It's because they think republicans
don't want it. So they want to make them take it. 

archipusz

#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago

Trust the partisan science.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Its about control and the fulfillment of a particular agenda. 
Sol Invictvs

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Object was always to get you to inject with an experimental treatment. 

Whether that treatment is/was safe or not will play out over the next few years. 

DennisR

#

#
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5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Gotta keep the Mass Psychosis going by pushing fear, fear, fear!

Be a hero and wake up everyone around you or keep trying to anyway.

DancingDragon
#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Trump for Defendant in Warp Speed War Crimes Tribunal 2024

Gates and many others can be his running mates (co-defendants)

Boobie Hill

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Naw he was too clueless. He's recently been bragging about his role in the vax rush
job. For goodness sake, that's like buying the Titanic AFTER the iceberg. 

TRM

#

#
Reply"

1 day ago

and he let it all happen knowing it was an attack from the beginning. Then allowed
the country to be taken while he was sworn in to protect the nation. He is guilty of
being an accomplice to genocide and a collaborator to a treasonous takeover of the
nation. 

Boobie Hill

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

What does that make Biden, Harris, Schumer, and Pelosi?
The Future Is Now

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

No one is denying that they are war criminals also
Boobie Hill

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

Florida has a higher than avg. jab rate but DeSantis is fighting back against Biden’s federal
over reach so they politicize the science and claim Florida is en fuego with Wuhan 

BinAnunnaki
#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

People in Florida, except maybe Dem areas, are living their lives normally

We don't give a shyt about mandates, masks, or jabs

I live in Florida, do you?

Corn Pops brother, Pop Corn

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

No. And I hope DeSantis leverages his push back into 2024 Pres. race 

DeSantis-Paul 2024

BinAnunnaki

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

No! And, I appreciate your honesty, brother, more than you can ever believe

I am so tired of pundits, and wannabes that don't live here, or only visit when the
weather is nice, trying to tell the rest of the nation what is occurring here

We wear swords, not masks! People are not dying in droves. They never have,
and probably never will be...unless Bill Gates has his way

I wish you the best, and glory to God!

 

Corn Pops brother, Pop Corn

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Forget it. Unless Trump decides not to run there’s zero chance of that. Trump
calls the shots 

wcole225

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

Covid Derangement Syndrome (CDS)
BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Change a policy here , change a policy there and you get the case numbers and
hospitalization you want. It’s the same play book as climate change , garbage in - garbage
out. 
 

that’s all that’s hap

Survival Shield X2

#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

We need to change the name of Hospitals to "Propaganda Administration Centers" .

joego1

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

No! Remember when they were/are paying Nurses $10,000 a week bonuses?
Hospitals paid an extra $13,000 for each “Covid” patient? $39,000 to ventilate
patients?

Hospital Administrators Killing For Cash, Threatening Docs

 

Doctor in Sarasota Hospital Witnesses a 50-Year-Old Man Being ‘COVID Killed’ by
Hospital Personnel – Doctor Restrained When He Advocates for Patient (VIDEO)

Battlefield USA

#

#

https://rumble.com/vl22xf-attorney-thomas-renz-drops-bombs-hospital-administrators-killing-for-cash-t.html
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/08/breaking-exclusive-doctor-sarasota-hospital-witnesses-50-year-old-man-covid-killed-hospital-personnel-doctor-restrained-advocates-patient-video/
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

Well, at least the "Covid" cured the flu! And I have the CDC and WHO graphs to prove it!

So, at least no one is dying of the influenza.

Covid: Weapon Of Mass Mind Control

Battlefield USA
#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago (Edited)

As Biden Withdraws Troops, Taliban Bans COVID Vaccines In Occupied Territory – Report

https://nationalfile.com/as-biden-withdraws-troops-taliban-bans-covid-vaccines-in-
occupied-territory-report/

Looks like somebody gets it

joego1

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/frontlinenews/watch-the-new-normal-documentary-
banned-on-youtube/.     

steiner

#

#
1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago (Edited)

Amazing how many evil people there are in the world

Uncle Sugar

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

The differences in Florida may simply be demographic. Florida has a boatload of geezers.
They don't call it heavens waiting room for nothing.

lowscorewins

#

#

https://magaville.wordpress.com/2021/08/11/covid-what-is-wrong-with-this-picture/
https://magaville.wordpress.com/2021/08/13/covid-weapon-of-mass-mind-control/
https://nationalfile.com/as-biden-withdraws-troops-taliban-bans-covid-vaccines-in-occupied-territory-report/
https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/frontlinenews/watch-the-new-normal-documentary-banned-on-youtube/
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

The difference is FL is the Dems are scared of DeSantis.

People are not getting more sick and dying in FL. I am so tired of hearing this BS. I
actually do work for many clinics, and no of them are overwhelmed.

I live here in FL. I detest the amount of effen traffic and people who drive like they are
the only ones on the road, and it has nothing to do with Jersey.

People are moving to Florida in droves. The housing prices are skyrocketing and
started doing that before Delta or whatever.

I live between two rather popular burial companies, and yet, the Hurst moves seldom.
Yes, I do track it.  I've not seen one service on their site on Old CR54 in the NPR/Trinity
area, near where I live.

I've got cemeteries all over the place in FL, Hudson, NPR, PR, Trinity, yet none of them
are busier now than when I moved here prior to the 'pandemic'. Why/how do I know
this? Cause I go visit my brothers/sisters who have lost their lives in the line of duty.

Where are all of the bodies from this 'pandemic'? Where? I drive around Pasco,
Hillsborough, Pinellas, Henderson, Citrius Counties looking, and yet, I can only find my
brothers/sisters who gave their live for country, community, and God. I've visited lots of
cemeteries and have yet to find someone who gave their live because of covid.

Got a huge, absolutely huge cemetery on hwy54 just East of Trinity. They ain't busy
bury anyone, let alone covid dead.

Corn Pops brother, Pop Corn

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

CDC Forced To ‘Adjust’ Sunday’s Florida ‘Record’ Covid Count Lower By Almost 50%
After State Health Department Cries Foul on Data

CDC Combines Multiple Days of Data into One to Make it Appear Florida is Reporting
Record Number of New Daily Covid Cases

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/cdc-forced-to-adjust-sundays-florida-record-covid-count-lower-by-almost-50-after-state-health-department-cries-foul-on-data/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/cdc-combines-multiple-days-of-data-into-one-to-make-it-appear-florida-is-reporting-record-number-of-new-daily-covid-cases/
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

Suicide Squad Director Named in Underage Sex Assault Lawsuit for Hosting Pedophile-
Themed Party.

OT, but this is the greatest headline of all time.

grunk
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

THE Suicide Squad director James Gunn "the lawsuit also claims that Euringer
attended a pedophile-themed party, hosted by Marvel director James Gunn, while
dressed in a full-body rabbit suit."

Suicide Squad was directed by  David Ayer

phillyla

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

You can't trust them but you can trust them to be what they are.

The once flimsy narrative is now vapor.

Burfum Schnurr

#

#

1 day ago

“COVID Pandemic Can Never End Because 50% of People Have Been Vaccinated”

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/vaccine/covid-pandemic-can-
never-end-because-50-of-people-have-been-vaccinated/

Nearly 50% of those who have COVID in Israel were fully vaccinated. The significance
of this overlooked detail is that getting vaccinated will NOT STOP COVID. This means
there will NEVER be a return to normal – it is impossible. A staff member went to a party
in Miami and returned with the Delta COVID. At 25, she was sick with mild flu symptoms for
3 days – end of the story. The media continues to terrorize people and New York City
has decreed that UNVACCINATED can not go out to dinner or go to any play. But is
COVID is among the vaccinated, then what is the point?

More importantly, COVID is a respiratory virus. All attempts to create vaccines for

dustinthewind

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/vaccine/covid-pandemic-can-never-end-because-50-of-people-have-been-vaccinated/
https://americanmilitarynews.com/2021/06/nearly-50-of-israels-delta-variant-covid-patients-were-fully-vaccinated-beforehand/
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coronavirus have failed. Most important is that such respiratory viruses come in the
fall for that is when exposure to sun declines (Vitamin D). Because we have had a
surge among vaccinated people in the middle of summer, this is a serious WARNING
that this virus is highly unusual and the vaccines are c creating a serious health issue.

When Emperor Aurelian came to power, he sent in his troops to confront the bureaucrats in
Rome who debased the coinage because they were robbing the treasury of silver. In the
process, 7,000 people died in this battle against the bureaucratic corruption that invested
Rome. This will come to that one day. The corruption in these agencies is off the charts.

From the very beginning, Gates has been pitching that the vaccines will eliminate
COVID-19. This has been proven to be completely false. So why are we locking down
economies, and destroy our future because of a virus that is the equivalent of the flu?
Gates and his vaccine companies in which he has a HUGE financial interest are
dominating our future and if he benefits by just $1 per shot for the world, that is $7
billion+. Ther are pushing booster shots now around the world be use they are not
working so you just keep them coming. Now they are saying you may need 5 shots.
This is like medieval medicine. Keep bleeding you until you die and blame the disease.
He stands to make far more money than anyone ever in history.

Worse still, this virus was most likely engineered and as such, it is mutating rapidly.
Just as there has been over-use of antibiotics and the emergence of diseases that defeat all
of our antibiotics, what Gates has been pushing as vaccines are already becoming
ineffective. A number of models considering the rapid mutations imply that the
dynamics of the spread of a vaccine-resistant strain in the population are increasing
dramatically. This may pose a greater risk than COVID come 2022. It is unlikely that
there will be any success to developed new vaccines to meet every new mutation.
There are others starting to look at this issue of new mutating strains that are already
resistant to Gates’ miracle vaccines.

What has been unleashed on the world by those seeking to BUILD BACK BETTER to
alter the world economy for climate change,  just may have opened Pandora’s Box and set
free upon the world an engineered virus that is far more capable of mutating faster than any
before it. Only time will answer that question

THERE IS NO POINT TO VACCINATION

SINCE WE WILL NEVER RETURN TO NORMAL UNTIL IT IS ZERO%

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-02158-6
https://summit.news/2021/08/06/swedish-professor-says-5-shots-of-covid-vaccine-may-be-necessary/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-95025-3#Sec2
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4 Reply"

JUST LIKE CO2

Which is IMPOSSIBLE
#

#

1 day ago

“What is the REAL Agenda with Vaccines & Climate Change” videos

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/conspiracy/what-is-the-real-
agenda-with-vaccines-climate-change/

This has all been a coordinated effort for the REAL AGENDA which is not
vaccines or even saving the planet from global warming. The true agenda is in front
of everyone’s eyes, but mainstream media refuses to allow the dots to be connected
and anyone who dares to simply open their eyes is immediately called a conspiracy
theorist. Climate Change is also merely a tool just as this virus scam that the
press pretends is so lethal that they have convinced companies to fire anyone
who is not vaccinated. The supposed brilliant CEOs are really just being
manipulated and because the media makes it sound like if they do not become
tyrants they will be the odd-man-out. Firing people who refuse to go along with
this agenda in a time of a labor shortage is a recipe for economic disaster.

While people argue that the virus is not real and has never been isolated, they have
succeeded in getting people arguing over the nonsense that will never be proven when
they control the media. This is like putting someone on the witness stand in court to
testify who they saw commit murder and asking them instead when was the last time
you beat your wife. The credibility of the witness is sent off into never-never-land and
the real question of what he saw becomes marginal at best.

They told you what the REAL AGENDA is using flowery indirect words. The US
will no longer be a superpower for its power will be handed to the United Nations
and “shared” among nations as Schwab’s 8 point agenda states. They also told
you that democracy, which they regard as “populism” cannot stand. However, they will
still respect human rights if you are really gullible enough to swallow that one. They
view us as the great unwashed not worthy of rights that interfere with their thirst for
power.

They erected the Climate Clock which is now down to 6 years and change which

dustinthewind

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/conspiracy/what-is-the-real-agenda-with-vaccines-climate-change/
https://climateclock.world/
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is the selling point to hand over all power to the United Nations or the world will
be beyond repair. At the UN climate summit, they would not allow anyone to speak in
opposition to their agenda. Why? The Climate Change argument is based on the
principle that humanity faces doom and this is beyond the power of a single nation to
reverse the trend. This is all about handing DICTATORIAL POWER to the United
Nations, who is also lobbying nations to impose a 10% income tax that is payable to
the United Nations

The vaccines are more conditioning and break down the human will to accept the
decrees of what is to come. The timeline for this takeover has been set for 2023
saying that after 2027, we are all doomed and the world will somehow end.

This is not really about arguing over vaccines and climate change, it is about
world domination and power. The United Nations is engaging in scare tactics to
gain power for itself. NONE of this is what it seems if we just focus on vaccines
and climate change. The objective here is to take over the world and use the
manufactured climate crisis to create a one-world government – Soros and
Schwab’s dream. This is the ONLY way to further their agenda by manufacturing
a common threat.

The U.N.’s climate panel, which bans anyone with a critical view, warns that limiting
global warming to close to 1.5 degrees Celsius or even 2 degrees Celsius above pre-
industrial levels “will be beyond reach” in the next two decades without immediate,
rapid, and large-scale reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. That is accomplished
with lockdowns, COVID Passports to end international travel and restrict tourism to like
the good old days of the Soviet Union.

They have their cronies in the White House who are telling Biden to even threaten
war with China and Russia if they do not surrender to the United Nations. In the
debates with Trump, Biden said clearly he would rejoin the UN Paris Accord to
“FORCE” China to comply. This has been the story I keep getting from sources
post-election.

John Kerry was supported by Schwab’s WEF to become climate czar. It has been
Kerry who has been pushing the Schwab agenda. Kerry has stated very clearly
there is NO RETURN TO NORMAL because the system was “broken” before.
Everyone lining up for vaccines thinks this will return to normal are simply
sublime fools.
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Reply"

 

Now listen to Schwab. The same words come from his mouth about using the
COVID-19 Crisis they manufactured, to create a Great Reset which also involved
“inequality” which is why his 2030 agenda says you will own nothing.

Of course, just outlining these trends and connecting the dots will automatically be
called a conspiracy theory. How many tiny steps and coincidence need to be taken
before a conspiracy theory become reality?

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

That may be *A* plan.  I doubt it's the only one.  The "elites" aren't a uniform,
organized class.  They very much have private agendas, most of them centered on
private advantage and gain.  Schwab may be the public face of a group of
embedded European technocrats and Kerry may be their willing slave, but neither
Bezos nor Xi are subordinate to him and Musk is a totally loose cannon with enough
weight to throw a dozen projects off-track.  They are all pursuing their own
programs.

Faeriedust

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Look up the term "Schelling point" to understand how agreements are reached
without communication.

bud00

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago (Edited)

It adds up perfectly when you understand it’s a mockingbird media & tool to get you on a
vaccine passport and transition this into a social credit system So that you can’t organize to
bumrush the authorities, drag them out and string them up. 

BluCapitalist

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

the bumrush is coming.  they picked the wrong hill on which to make their stand.
jeff montanye

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

"Floridians are vaccinated at higher rates than is the case in Utah, Texas, Indiana, Ohio, and
South Dakota. Yet these other states all have fewer cases of new deaths and
hospitalizations, per capita:"...um um um...what could it possibly be um um um...

Wisp
#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

In my Florida county the reported vaxxed is 55%. Well, that's what the media says. Of
the people I meet, less than 40%, and nobody mentions knowing anyone ill.

radio man

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Operation Vaxxterminate 
BinAnunnaki

#

#

4 6 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Our hospital on the gulf coast is overflowing with covid19 patients.  I first learned this from
someone I know well who works at the emergency room admission desk.  All rooms are full
and beds have been set up in the hallways.  Tents have been set up to handle overflow at
the emergency room.  Two months ago our area cases were extremely low.  However, if you
look at the case numbers in Michigan you will see that they had a similar surge a couple of
months before it hit Florida.  Cases are now low in Michigan.  So this too shall pass here
along the gulf coast states.  

Lead Engineer

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

LOL. Where? I would like someone to confirm this. I have people. If cases are high, it
ain't covid ffs. It's not even real. I am calling BS. 

Indelible Scars

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Liar.
MrNoItAll

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Oh noes! They are setting up tents again!

At the apex of the Cooties of 2020, we had dancing nurses making 10,000$ bonuses
and doing dancing skits, and the tents sat empty.

Battlefield USA

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

  This is not "situational", any more...

    We've officially, crossed into "problematic" territory.

  yen is pretty good at playing Chess.

 

     

yn crx

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Please distribute widely:    Masking over 15 minutes violates Federal workplace health
standards.

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33858372/

2021 Apr 16

Carbon dioxide increases with face masks but remains below short-term NIOSH limits

Jim in MN

Use of face masks (KN95 and valved-respirator) resulted in
significant increases in CO2 concentrations, which exceeded
the 8-h NIOSH exposure threshold limit value-weighted average
(TLV-TWA). However, the increases in CO2 concentrations did not
breach short-term (15-min) limits.

Conclusion: Although, significant increase in CO2 concentrations
are noted with routinely used face-masks, the levels still remain
within the NIOSH limits for short-term use. Therefore, there should
not be a concern in their regular day-to-day use for healthcare
providers. The clinical implications of elevated CO2 levels with
long-term use of face masks needs further studies. Use of
PAPR prevents relative hypercapnoea. However, whether PAPR
should be advocated for healthcare workers requiring PPE for
extended hours needs to evaluated in further studies.

#

#

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33858372/
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

Also a different study. 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32768718/

Use of N95 respirator-mask results in significant alterations in cerebral hemodynamics. 

Basically just about everyone was getting headaches. Caused by hypercapnia. The
effects can be minimized by using a powered respirator, effectively forcing air in and
out of your lungs.

adr

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

ICU Nurse - You're Being Lied to About Covid

https://www.bitchute.com/video/ama6OU1d5Oho/

Globalist Overlord

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

 never will..   This is laughable... I want to put Keebler Elf  ᵀᴹ , in a jar of formaldehyde, so
future generations, can see the stupidity Libtardous<

 Bitchez~

yn crx

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

PhDs most hesitant to take shot...

Interesting, but hardly surprising, especially considering that, as a whole, these individuals
are among the most highly educated and intelligent people on the planet.

The Future Is Now

#

#

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32768718/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ama6OU1d5Oho/
https://unherd.com/thepost/the-most-vaccine-hesitant-education-group-of-all-phds/
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7 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

most highly educated and intelligent people on the planet.

LOLZ I know a lot of PHD's and I have my doubts about that

 

Peak Finance

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

$50 saddle on a $5 horse in lots of cases. 
bacony

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

What does that make Bill Gates (university dropout) and Anderson Cooper (BA,
Vanderbilt), two rabid vaxxers? 

I guess they are, respectively, a one dollar horse with a 2 dollar saddle and a fifty
cent horse with a 3 dollar saddle.

The Future Is Now

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

More COVID-infected illegal aliens delivered there as a target by the Biden administration?

bud00

Something makes Florida exceptional here.

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

"Something makes Florida exceptional here: These numbers are hazy enough (thanks to
reporting periods and the lags in case and death counts) that one can certainly cobble
together a case that there’s some other factor at play than indifference from state leadership.
And, in fact, something else may be the problem. It’s hard to say."

Yeah.  Florida caught the CDC red-handed with faking their data.  As with everything else in
this bloody circus, if it looks wrong -- it probably IS.  And usually the errors and omissions
are deliberate and politically motivated.

Faeriedust
#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

How many fools thought this would be over "after the election"?

 

You know who you are.

 

Better wake up to who we are really dealing with.  They are evil tyrants that will stop at
nothing.

SMSpiff

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

To further compound the problem, the government will withhold the final 1/3 payment in their
so-called "COVID Rescue package" to the states if the states don't abide by government
diktats. So there you go, if you don't mask up, no money for you. This is the game. You can
be sure that the vaccine push is tied to some form of government pay for play scheme.

CondZero

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The hospitals are so overwhelmed that they can lose half their staff over self imposed
vaccine mandates. Makes total sense to me.

manfaded

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

ditto the police and the military.  nothing like defunding the police and losing wars to
increase morale.

how's that murder rate coming portland?

https://misbar.com/en/factcheck/2021/04/13/portland-murder-rate-up,-but-not-1600

not 1600%.  a mere 766%.

jeff montanye

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Get a vax that isn’t a vax, and doesn’t stop you from catching the WuhanFlu  but which
makes symptoms lessen, which means you may not realize you have the WuhanFlu and
because you’ve been vaxxed you feel impervious to the WuhanFlu and go about spreading
the shit everywhere you go.  

MCDirtMigger

#

#

1 day ago

Slightly off subject, but a timely warning article.

Every woman of child-bearing age should read this warning on the Covid vaccines.

AN insight into the propaganda currently putting our world at risk of a Covid vaccine disaster
was provided by a BBC News report yesterday, dismissing fears that the vaccines could
harm fertility or cause miscarriages.

The report especially criticises Dr Mike Yeadon, the former Pfizer senior researcher who last
week reiterated his concerns about particular risks from the vaccines to women of child-
bearing age. 

As so often in these acrimonious arguments, some of the report’s targets are ‘Aunt Sallies’
drawn from the internet. People who cannot believe their governments could be so
foolhardy as to medicate millions with an experimental product post angry and often
exaggerated claims. 

Yesterday’s BBC ‘reality check’, however, begins by mentioning a relevant Japanese study

Greed is King

https://misbar.com/en/factcheck/2021/04/13/portland-murder-rate-up,-but-not-1600
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-57552527?xtor=ES-208-%5b46218_NEWS_NLB_ACT_WK33_Wed_11_August%5d-20210811-%5bbbcnews_health_vaccine_fertility_misinformation%5d
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that has caused several leading researchers (see here, here and here) much concern.  So
let’s fact-check the BBC fact-checker. 

Most governments, in line with World Health Organisation guidance, have not required
manufacturers to show what happens to their vaccine once injected into the body. Japan
appears to have been unique in requiring such a ‘biodistribution’ study, performed mainly on
rats. 

Under the heading ‘A study shows the vaccine accumulating in the ovaries – False’, the BBC
report claims:

1.    The theory comes from a misreading of the study, which ‘involved giving rats a much
higher dose of vaccine than that given to humans (1,333 times higher)’. 

Infact, the study (commissioned by Pfizer) used a 50 microgram dose, hardly more than the
30 micrograms standard dose in Pfizer’s human trial.  Even if we acknowledge that rats are
more than 100 times smaller than humans, the figure of 1,333 times higher is
FALSE.  Besides, if the study in rats was to give meaningful results, the researchers could be
expected to use a proportionately larger dose in these tiny animals.

2.    ‘Only 0.1 per cent of the total dose ended up in the animals’ ovaries, 48 hours after
injection. Far more – 53 per cent after one hour and 25 per cent after 48 hours – was found
at the injection site. The next most common place was the liver (16 per cent after 48 hours),
which helps get rid of waste products from the blood.’ 

No mention of the study’s finding that the jab was cleared at a vastly lower rate from the
ovaries, in particular, as well as from the spleen and adrenals, compared with the injection
site and the liver. So there IS accumulation in the ovaries. Verdict: FALSE.

3.    ‘The vaccine is delivered using a bubble of fat containing the virus’s genetic material,
which kick-starts the body’s immune system. Those promoting this claim cherry-picked a
figure which actually referred to the concentration of fat found in the ovaries. Fat levels in the
ovaries did increase in the 48 hours after the jab, as the vaccine contents moved from the
injection site around the body. But, crucially, there was no evidence it still contained the
virus’s genetic material.’ 

In fact, the study itself states that the distribution in the body of the vaccine’s active
component ‘is considered to depend on the LNP distribution’ – the lipid nanoparticles, or
‘bubbles of fat’ as the BBC reassuringly calls them. So once again, the BBC’s assertion is

https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/vaccine-researcher-weve-made-a-big-mistake/
https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/this-untested-vaccine-should-never-have-been-released-the-truth-will-out-and-heads-will-roll/
https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/safe-vaccine-pledges-are-on-ever-shakier-ground/
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3 1 Reply"

FALSE.

4.    Finally, the BBC ‘fact-checker’ challenges the claim that the study was leaked, ‘though
it was in fact publicly available online’.

It is available now, but it certainly wasn’t. It was obtained through a request by international
researchers to the Japanese regulatory agency. Anyone who actually looks at it will see
immediately that every page is marked ‘Pfizer confidential’.  And the translation is poor,
indicating that it is a far from official release. Verdict: FALSE.

The BBC report goes on to criticise Yeadon, described as ‘a scientific researcher who has
made other misleading statements about Covid’, for claiming that the spike protein
produced by the vaccines is similar to one involved in forming the placenta. One of his
concerns is that the protein might produce antibodies that could block pregnancy. 

Yeadon worked for 32 years in the drug industry, leaving Pfizer ten years ago as the most
senior scientist in charge of respiratory research. He went on to found his own
biotechnology company, which he sold for hundreds of millions of dollars, and has been a
consultant to 30 biotech start-ups.

But hey; he`s a quack according to the BBC, why ?, because he`s speaking out against the
narrative, and that`s heresy !!.

https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/every-woman-of-child-bearing-age-should-read-
this-warning-on-the-covid-vaccines/

 

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Can’t you post this to BBC or another place that is more widely read?
cat2005

#

#

https://files.catbox.moe/0vwcmj.pdf
https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/every-woman-of-child-bearing-age-should-read-this-warning-on-the-covid-vaccines/
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3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Look at daily deaths in Florida, though they changed the last few days of deaths in the
afternoon yesterday. But their deaths are near the lowest they've had, even while their cases
are the highest ever. Easy to see in the graphs.

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/usa/florida/

Big Beauregard
#

#

6 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

I'm in Florida and the media lies out its ass. If fact, an interesting remark was made in
the neighborhood last night.

We live within earshot of a busy U.S. highway and a neighbor heard an ambulance and
said "there's a sound we haven't heard in a while."

People need to unplug and see the world around them. 

 

radio man

#

#

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/usa/florida/
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3 2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The question that pops to my head is if part of this spike can be attributed to people finally
going back to the doc and ending up hospitalized for something else. 

That could easily be true. 

Around here for months and months we had radio ads begging people to see a doc, or
preferably go to a hospital, if they had certain symptoms. Everything they listed for
symptoms was for a heart attack, stroke or aneurysm. 

So, I asked a couple doctor friends of mine about it and they stated that there had been a
huge drop in normal but serious cases they expected to see, and that this was particularly
pronounced among people over the age of 65. 

The media scared people so badly that they wouldn't go to a hospital even if they thought
they were having a heart attack. Family was keeping people with obvious signs of stroke
away from medical care too. Serious strokes, not minor ones. 

Why? Fear of fuckin' Covid. 

They're expecting a big uptick in cancer deaths from people who've had an issue and knew
they had a problem but were too scared to go get it checked out. They're thinking a lot of
Stage 1 and 2 cancers won't be caught until they're Stage 3 and 4, especially with how
backed up imaging is after all this nonsense.  

strych10

Sure boss, you test positive for Covid but what we're really worried
about is that intestinal cancer you've got going on.

#

#
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Reply"

14 hours ago

You are absolutely correct.  One of my family members developed a blood clot in the
leg after an accident and was terrified of going to the hospital.  Instead, she treated the
painful leg swelling with a heating pad and aspirin!!  Finally she was forced to go to the
doctor, months after the accident, and was indeed found to have a large blood clot. 
The doctor said that undoubtedly she had small blood clots circulating throughout her
body and lungs and she had indeed had some minor facial paralysis just the day before
probably from one of these small circulating clots getting stuck but then 'unstuck',
narrowly avoiding a stroke and/or death.  So, yes, you are absolutely correct.

TwoDrinkMinimum

#

#
4 8 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Poor Mike Lindell. Spent 12 million of his own $ on this. And the Orange Orangutan left
him out to twitch in the wind just like he did with his supporters from Jan 6th and
Assange

That’s a lot of ‘Giza Dream Sheets’ and doggie beds he had to sell

My Pillow’s Mike Lindell claims he was attacked at pro-Trump symposium as Dominion is
cleared to move forward with lawsuit against him

https://www.rt.com/usa/531899-mike-lindell-attacked-trump/

Boobie Hill

#

#

5 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Can I be there in November 2024 to see your face and the giant pile of shit underneath
you ? Haha. 

wcole225

#

#

4 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Bobbie making the rounds tonight. How many stories have you attached this tripe to?

You have a hard on for the pillow dude.

radio man

#

#

https://www.rt.com/usa/531899-mike-lindell-attacked-trump/
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Well since no one else is reporting on it
Boobie Hill

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Who's Mike Lindell? 
cbxer55

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Humanity is just waking up to the fact of this collective insanity. Those who fell for it are
going to have a hard time dealing with it.

 

"Ever get the feeling you've been cheated?"

https://youtu.be/_8mduTEvnU0

 

tasty rabbit

#

#

3 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Data Shows Massive Spike in Covid, Deaths in Highly-Vaccinated Israel – Opposite
Happening in Sparsely-Vaxxed Palestine

'Palestine: 8.2% of the population is fully vaccinated. Israel: 62% of the population is fully
vaccinated. Guess which one is doing better?'

https://www.infowars.com/posts/data-shows-massive-spike-in-covid-deaths-in-highly-
vaccinated-israel-opposite-happening-in-sparsely-vaxxed-palestine/

Boobie Hill

#

#

https://youtu.be/_8mduTEvnU0
https://www.infowars.com/posts/data-shows-massive-spike-in-covid-deaths-in-highly-vaccinated-israel-opposite-happening-in-sparsely-vaxxed-palestine/
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3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

guess which one has money for covid tests and guess where people dying everyday
isn't analyzed,

gonezozo

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Seems more political than scientific to me.
Plus Ultra

#

#

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Infuriating Video: Child Cries As She’s Held Down, Injected With Covid Vax Against Her
Will

Warning: if you have a soul, your inner beast will rise

https://www.infowars.com/posts/infuriating-video-child-cries-as-shes-held-down-injected-
with-covid-vax-against-her-will/

Boobie Hill

#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago

FDA Issues “Black Box WARNING” to Jabs, SERIOUS Heart Issues Explode in Number

https://banned.video/watch?id=6116dff7c124354f22e6170f

Boobie Hill

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Israel Sees ‘Concerning’ Surge in Cardiac Arrest And Heart Attack Emergency Calls
Among Young People

http://www.informationliberation.com/?id=62460

Boobie Hill

#

#

https://www.infowars.com/posts/infuriating-video-child-cries-as-shes-held-down-injected-with-covid-vax-against-her-will/
https://banned.video/watch?id=6116dff7c124354f22e6170f
http://www.informationliberation.com/?id=62460
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3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago (Edited)

A case was filed in the Alabama district federal court about the fraud involved in the covid19
scam.  

https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/08/attorney-thomas-renz-drops-bombs-hospital-
administrators-killing-for-cash-threatening-docs/

Lead Engineer
#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

PhDs most hesitant to take shot...

Interesting, but hardly surprising, especially considering that, as a whole, these individuals
are among the most highly educated and intelligent people on the planet.

The Future Is Now

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Oh but it does for the dumb people (so at least half of society:)  

NIRP-BTFD

Yet Again, The Media's COVID Narrative Doesn't Add Up

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

$

 Confirmed: Obama's birthday bash a 'super-spreader' event  - wnd
LEEPERMAX

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

but... how can that be? COVID isn't even real!
Mtnrunnr

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

How could the sophisticated, vaccinated elites spread the wuflu?
toady

#

#

https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/08/attorney-thomas-renz-drops-bombs-hospital-administrators-killing-for-cash-threatening-docs/
https://unherd.com/thepost/the-most-vaccine-hesitant-education-group-of-all-phds/
https://t.co/m3aBYKhXEi
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

they cant they have all been taking ivr for 18 months
tezza1

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

It is not real, brother. We should all party, with our best friends, often and every
moment. No masks, no fear. Exactly as life should be.

 

Corn Pops brother, Pop Corn

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Just keep repeating the lies it doesn't have to add up - This is a stick up give me your arm!

joego1

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day agoAhmeexnal

It's the vaxxxines, stupid!

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Only bit worth reading.

If I were to take a random 18 months out of 500 random human lifespans, one of those 18
month samples would return an old age death resulting from this "killer flu"....

Danpig

As of August 11, Florida is still twenty-sixth in the nation in terms of
total deaths per million, at 1,870

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

covid is just more fear-for-ur-life clickbait bs...

 

They dont even understand what it is they are dealing with....

AVmaster
#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

If there is not Focus on the deliberate suppression of existing treatments,

everybody is pissing in the wind.

But I guess that must feel good, because hundreds of thousands have been murdered,

and nobody gives a damn.

Right here too.

Cabreado

#

#
3 Reply"

1 day ago

And I ask you: 

Who benefits from this stream of propaganda?

HINT: Its NOT We the People. 

JakeIsNotFake

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

El Diablo
archipusz

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

  The kids are dying from POS teachers union , indoctrination centers.

Buck tooth wonder Kimmah-gardner, is such a useful idiot.

yn crx

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

"I Am The Target": Silenced Chinese Virologist Tells Tucker COVID-19 Intentionally Released,
CCP Trying To 'Disappear' Her https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/i-am-target-silenced-
chinese-virologist-tells-tucker-covid-19-intentionally-released-ccp

 

I CAN'T KEEP DOING THIS": DOCTOR PLEADS FOR REVIEW OF DATA using Ivermectin to
treat Covid DURING COVID-19 SENATE
HEARING. https://www.bitchute.com/video/eWJbMJd1sSWI/

Joe Rogan with Dr.Pierre Kory and Brett Weinstein on why Ivermectin should be used to
treat and prevent Covid19.
 https://odysee.com/@yumuvii:3/ROgan-short-2:b

Both Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine are cheap,safe,generic drugs that have been taken
by millions of people for decades. They both should have been made available over the
counter a long time ago,IMO. Outrageous that Covid patients are being denied access to
these drugs.
If there was an honest person in congress,I don't see why they would not introduce a bill to
make these drugs available over the counter to people who want it.

Keep in mind these drugs could also turn out to be effective in treating flu and other viruses.
Also keep in mind that emergency use authorization for vaccines could not have been
approved if Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine were approved treatments,hence their
suppression.

TruthFreedomPeace
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

These drugs might keep people from dying, and that is counter to the plan. More death
porn please.

JakeIsNotFake

#

#

https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/i-am-target-silenced-chinese-virologist-tells-tucker-covid-19-intentionally-released-ccp
https://www.bitchute.com/video/eWJbMJd1sSWI/
https://odysee.com/@yumuvii:3/ROgan-short-2:b
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

i know, i know!!!

illegal immigrants with runny noses and coughs are being flown in by the tens of thousands

top secret of course - any action taken by libtard demoNrats is criminal, so they will engage
in cover-ups of any and all truth

Homeland Security Ignoring Congressional Requests for Info on Where Illegal Immigrants
are Being Sent (theepochtimes.com)

hooligan2009
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Reopen the economies and get a life
Wisp

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

RESIST all of this demonic MF NWO global reset BS being pushed by the elites. Do not
comply!

JD59

#

#
2 Reply"

1 day ago

The first and most important step.  If They want it, DON'T DO IT!
Faeriedust

#

#

https://www.theepochtimes.com/homeland-security-ignoring-congressional-requests-for-info-on-where-illegal-immigrants-are-being-sent_3947842.html?utm_source=partner&utm_campaign=whatfinger
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

INTERNMENT AND RESETTLEMENT OPERATIONS

https://info.publicintelligence.net/USArmy-InternmentResettlement.pdf

Army National Guard Recruits For ‘Internment’ And ‘Resettlement’ Specialist, Military
Documents Lay Out Procedure For ‘Civilian Internees’

https://nationalfile.com/natl-guard-internment-resettlement-specialist/

The Army National Guard is actively recruiting for a job position called
“Internment/Resettlement Specialist.” People as young as seventeen years old are eligible
for the gig, which includes “Search/Restraint” as “Some of the Skills You’ll Learn,” according
to an Army National Guard job posting with a job location listed as Washington, D.C.
Meanwhile, military documents show that the military can detain civilians here in America,
including U.S. citizens. A leaked U.S. Headquarters of the Army document entitled
“INTERNMENT AND RESETTLEMENT OPERATIONS” describes an official category of
detained person called “civilian internee.” A Department of Defense Directive published
below discussed “civilian internees” and made it clear that military detainees can be U.S.
citizens.

JD59
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

It seems the Branch Covidians have twiddled the panic dial to 11.

It's like that want to stab as many people as possible before next winter because that's
when the vax will be revealed in all it's full diabolical glory.

Southerly Buster

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

BINGO!
JD59

#

#

https://info.publicintelligence.net/USArmy-InternmentResettlement.pdf
https://nationalfile.com/natl-guard-internment-resettlement-specialist/
https://info.publicintelligence.net/USArmy-InternmentResettlement.pdf
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2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Here's the truth.  We'll all probably eventually get the virus, just like most of us have gotten
the cold or flu.   We don't know the long term effects, of either bad cases, mild cases or the
vaccine.  It affects some people, a lot more than others.  And we'll learn the long term
effects in the long term.  

Meanwhile, the political class won't let the opportunity to get more power over us, pass. 
We'll have to fight against them on it. 

MoreFreedom
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

going out on a limb here:  the rise in cases correlates with percent of state pop vaxxed. I
should be up for the Nobel prize.  

Whodathunkit

And, in fact, something else may be the problem

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

mass, ny, nj highest rates.  makes you wonder why their techniques should be
generalized doesn't it?

jeff montanye

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

"general" testing for "asymptomatic cases" is a key aspect of the problem. 

They did something similar with AIDS / HIV back in the day...started giving people
NON_SPECIFIC antibody tests (because they had no specific indicators for HIV) and then, if
you had "antibodies" (again, non-specific, estimated based on blood samples of AIDS
patients) then you got a PCR and presto!  you are HIV +

If you then got panicked, as many many people did, they could start you on the deadly
antivirals like AZT which again was authorized for emergency use because it was highly
highly toxic... and within a year you could be dead, proving how deadly AIDS is. 

In the meantime it is now obvious that: 
1. being HIV+ doesn't mean crap

2. If there even is an HIV,  which is doubtful since it has never been adequately isolated,
purified or photographed, it is doubtful that it even harms people (Luc Montagnier)

3. AIDS is an acquired deficiency resulting from drug use, lousy nutrition and a contaminated
environment.  

4. What was never acknowledged, from the beginning is that AIDS is primarily a lifestyle
disease and drug use is a MAJOR MAJOR factor. 

5. AIDS is not sexually transmitted, and if you are ever stupid enough to be tested for it and
found positive, DO NOT let them give you antivirals.  Ask Magic Johnson or Charlie Sheen. 
both alive and kicking today. 

Mister E
#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

"Far fewer cases" and the it peaked" etc shows that the author is a closet Covidian . Get it
in your head, you stupid nutter, there never was such a thing as Covid19 and the whole farce
was contrived from the very beginning. Flu became Covid, the common cold became
'cases' and in order to hype this utter bollocs to the dizzy highs its now reached, all death
from whatever cause was listed as Covid.

 

deadcat2

#

#
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2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

all ((political)) 'theatre' to undermine Republican candidates...

MSM lies to you on a daily basis...

Ted Baker
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

PhDs most hesitant to take shot...

Interesting, but hardly surprising, especially considering that, as a whole, these individuals
are among the most highly educated and intelligent people on the planet.

The Future Is Now

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Globalist Controlled Pentagon Launching Bioattack Against US Troops with
‘Mandatory Inoculation’

Goal to weaken and remove any strength and patriotism left in armed forces

https://banned.video/watch?id=61159691c40e8c4bfbd874c9

Boobie Hill

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Huge Lawsuit: Hawaii Attorney Says Covid Vaccines Killed Nearly 45,000

Over 1,000 first responders sue state of Hawaii over mandatory vaccines

https://rumble.com/vl316i-hawaii-attorney-michael-green-files-class-action-lawsuit-says-
vaccine-has-k.html

Boobie Hill

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Where do you think the Mexicans are being moved to? South Dakota or FloriaDUH
redbear91

#

#

https://unherd.com/thepost/the-most-vaccine-hesitant-education-group-of-all-phds/
https://banned.video/watch?id=61159691c40e8c4bfbd874c9
https://rumble.com/vl316i-hawaii-attorney-michael-green-files-class-action-lawsuit-says-vaccine-has-k.html
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Authorities “Won’t Hesitate” to go “Door-to-Door” to Perform COVID Tests on
Australians

https://banned.video/watch?id=6116cc98c124354f22e50032

Boobie Hill
#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

-- Biden looking to ban interstate travel among the unvaxxed....

https://www.usnews.com/news/health-news/articles/2021-08-12/biden-eyes-tougher-
vaccine-rules-without-provoking-backlash

boyplunger7777

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Missouri AG Slams Reporter Who Asked If State Should Use Fear To Push Vaccines On
Holdouts

"I don't want to live in some futuristic, dystopian, biomedical security state," AG Schmitt
declared.

https://twitter.com/_CAHuddleston/status/1425860071867797508

Boobie Hill

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Study Finds Children Born During Lockdown Have Lost IQ Points, Impaired Cognitive
Functioning

Lack of human contact, mask mandates to blame.

 It’s really happing to us all

https://www.infowars.com/posts/study-finds-children-born-during-lockdown-have-lost-iq-
points-impaired-cognitive-functioning/

Boobie Hill

#

#

https://banned.video/watch?id=6116cc98c124354f22e50032
https://www.usnews.com/news/health-news/articles/2021-08-12/biden-eyes-tougher-vaccine-rules-without-provoking-backlash
https://twitter.com/_CAHuddleston/status/1425860071867797508
https://www.infowars.com/posts/study-finds-children-born-during-lockdown-have-lost-iq-points-impaired-cognitive-functioning/
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Clown World 101: Woman Says Vaccinated Father Who Died From Covid Could Have
Suffered Worse If Unvaxxed

"I can't imagine how much more he would have suffered if he had not gotten the vaccine"

The woman's mother also died 3 months after her Covid jab, a point lost on mainstream
media and the daughter

https://www.infowars.com/posts/clown-world-101-woman-says-vaccinated-father-who-
died-from-covid-could-have-suffered-worse-if-unvaxxed/

Boobie Hill
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

FL has a lot of older, m-RNA vaxxed residents, a perfect combination for creating sick
people.

They diagnose cases from symptoms and pcr tests, so in other words they have no idea
what is making them sick.

They hesitate to blame the shots.

MrBoompi

#

#

1 day ago (Edited)

As a reference:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Influenza_vaccine

Neochrome

A 2012 meta-analysis found that flu vaccination was effective
67 percent of the time

US vaccine effectiveness
by start year:[52][53][54]

2004  10%

2005  21%

https://www.infowars.com/posts/clown-world-101-woman-says-vaccinated-father-who-died-from-covid-could-have-suffered-worse-if-unvaxxed/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Influenza_vaccine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meta-analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Influenza_vaccine#cite_note-52
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Influenza_vaccine#cite_note-Interim-53
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Influenza_vaccine#cite_note-54
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2 Reply"

2006  52%

2007  37%

2008  41%

2009  56%

2010  60%

2011  47%

2012  49%

2013  52%

2014  19%

2015  48%

2016  40%

2017  38%

2018  29%

2019  39%

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

That 2012 meta analysis was full of sh¡t, if it was for real ( you can’t trust anything you
read on Wikipedia). Their own year by year figures don’t show it ever getting  above
60% “effective” — whatever the he!! that means. 

surroundedbyijits

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Not saying you’re wrong, as I didn't read the report, but beware of meta-analysis
because the underlying reports might be sloppy and invalid. 

White Domestic Tourist

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

How about this. Does this add up ?

Commonalities Between COVID-19 and Radiation Injury

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7861125/

Symptomatology of exposure to electromagnetic fields.

https://www.orwell.city/2021/08/COVID-19-and-ARS.html

Commonalities Between COVID-19 and Radiation Injury

https://bioone.org/journals/radiation-research/volume-195/issue-1/RADE-20-
00188.1/Commonalities-Between-COVID-19-and-Radiation-Injury/10.1667/RADE-20-
00188.1.full

There’s no $$$ or slave control in a healthy thriving critical thinking population. 
 

Clown World Circus Reality Illusion 

VooDoo6Actual
#

#
2 Reply"

1 day ago

Masks causing pneumonia then that gets labelled as Rona. It's very simple really.
Silver Savior

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Imagine Repurposing The Flu

Covid: What Is Wrong With This Picture?

Battlefield USA

#

#

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7861125/
https://www.orwell.city/2021/08/COVID-19-and-ARS.html
https://bioone.org/journals/radiation-research/volume-195/issue-1/RADE-20-00188.1/Commonalities-Between-COVID-19-and-Radiation-Injury/10.1667/RADE-20-00188.1.full
https://magaville.wordpress.com/imagine-repurposing-the-flu/
https://magaville.wordpress.com/2021/08/11/covid-what-is-wrong-with-this-picture/
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

It all adds up when you view it from the lens of depopulation.
reTARD

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Novel Coronavirus SARS-CoV-2This transmission electron microscope image shows
SARS-CoV-2—also known as 2019-nCoV, the virus that causes COVID-19. isolated from a
patient in the U.S., emerging from the surface of cells cultured in the lab. Credit: NIAID-RML

https://globalbiodefense.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/global-biodefense-sars-cov-2-
covid-19-niaid-2-1024x800.jpg

Now, compare the image above, to the image that Tyler repeatedly uses here for example
here that is taken from this book Infectious Disease Epidemiology: Theory And Practice 2nd
Edition - 2008

Covid. Covid everywhere.

Battlefield USA

#

#
5 Reply"

1 day ago

It's a lab and computer created pandemic. Dr Andy Kaufman explains it plainly in
layman's terms. COVID19 is a catch all phrase for every respiratory infection, ever. It's
nothing new and will be taking out the weak and compromised for many many years.
You cannot engineer a human immune system without dire consequences.

Indelible Scars

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Screw this! I need a new place https://nationalfile.com/as-biden-withdraws-troops-taliban-
bans-covid-vaccines-in-occupied-territory-report/

FreeStill

#

#

https://globalbiodefense.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/global-biodefense-sars-cov-2-covid-19-niaid-2-1024x800.jpg
https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/wakeup-call-pfizer-vax-only-42-effective-against-infection-july
https://www.amazon.com/Infectious-Disease-Epidemiology-Theory-Practice/dp/0763728799
https://nationalfile.com/as-biden-withdraws-troops-taliban-bans-covid-vaccines-in-occupied-territory-report/
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Great thing about panic. Inflation lol

My daughter was offered $95 an hour today, plus OT.

Hope your health insurance will cover that. Otherwise, your savings is toast. 

Nobody 2.0
#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

The strip club does pay well.
3-fingered_chemist

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

i was typing that lol
tezza1

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

i thought you only had 3 fingers you must type fast with them?
tezza1

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

The world is so full of shit I expect God to show up with the cosmic honey wagon soon.

joego1

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Well...the media is not that smart. Journalism students are drop outs from STEM programs.
Chipper609

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Dropouts from STEM programs are still smarter than journalism students.
El Vaquero

#

#
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6 Reply"

1 day ago

People missing the stem of their brain are smarter.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

STEM dropouts go to business, business dropouts go to teaching, teaching
dropouts go to journalism.

HarryBallsack

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

And journos wh0rr for M$M.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

There was never a pandemic, just a patentdemic.
bbtesla

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

There has never been any rhyme or reason behind anything we've been told. No evidence,
just opinions of "experts" and "officials" in a position to gain from promoting a fraud. Either
in power or profit, or both. If  there is a pandemic virus, its obvious they have no clue how to
deal with it. The destruction of our economic, social, and mental health to contain a "virus"
that suspiciously presents an average age of death about the same as life expectancy sure
as hell didn't work. It did make a lot of us sick though. Alcohol sales in the US went up FIVE
HINDRED PERCENT last year, teen suicides have doubled, opiate overdose is still rapidly
rising. Which may account for why hospitals that prefer not to pay for adequate staffing are
now "overwhelmed".

Alice-the-dog

#

#
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Reply"

1 day ago

Don't forget that the truly critical hospital "staffing" are FEMALE NURSES, at least half
of whom have children for whom daycare has become a nightmare.  Not to mention
that they and their families are already naturally immune, as they caught it during the
first wave of hospitalizations, and many of them aren't interested in useless vaxes for a
disease which they have already "been there, done that". So a lot of that inadequate
staffing isn't about the increase in cases.  It's about a decrease in available staff  due
to the incompetent behavior of government and hospital management.

Faeriedust

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Florida is the retirement capital of the world. Probably my fellow French Canadian retirees
that smoke two packs a day with very well pickled Labatt Blue livers.

Sick Monkey

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

NBC news has a breaking bulletin on today to be aware of potential terror threats. 

Opposition to Covid Restrictions
Claims of Election Fraud, Belief Trump can be reinstated 
9/11 Anniversary and Religious Holidays

Be sure to turn in all friends and relatives suspected of being potential terrorists to law
enforcement and you will receive a four pack of Bud Light Seltzer and a $14 voucher for
Popeye’s Chicken.

Obake158

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

What Is actually going on???
CourtOfAtom

#

#
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1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Biden administration warns of threat from anti-lockdown ‘extremists’ & terrorist
sympathizers marking 9/11 anniversary

https://www.rt.com/usa/532011-extremist-threat-covid-restrictions/

Boobie Hill
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Military Set To Detain US Citizens

Army National Guard recruiting for positions in 'Internment / Resettlement Specialists'

Documents lay out procedures for 'civilian internees'

https://banned.video/watch?id=6116e17ec124354f22e63f24

Boobie Hill

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Man Forcibly Imprisoned in Mental Asylum For Different Opinion on COVID

His own wife grassed him up

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-EnA2LSKsc

Boobie Hill

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Lockdown Created 1 Million New Alcoholics in England

https://www.infowars.com/posts/lockdown-created-1-million-new-alcoholics-in-england/

Boobie Hill

#

#

https://www.rt.com/usa/532011-extremist-threat-covid-restrictions/
https://banned.video/watch?id=6116e17ec124354f22e63f24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-EnA2LSKsc
https://www.infowars.com/posts/lockdown-created-1-million-new-alcoholics-in-england/
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Oh, just wait for it.

https://cdn.minds.com/fs/v1/thumbnail/1272995598542311437/xlarge/

Let's monitor this for factuality.

Indelible Scars
#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

It’s already incorrect. 
surroundedbyijits

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Sounds lower than retarded.
Silver Savior

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

https://chuckbaldwinlive.com/Articles/tabid/109/ID/4166/CDC-Planning-Green-Zone-
Relocation-Camps-For-People-At-High-Risk-For-The-Coronavirus.aspx

totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41

#

#
1 Reply"

1 day ago

18 months of "Covid" links.
Battlefield USA

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

So why actually are the cases going up if they are not being fudged by scientists and
politicians? Florida. Has it something to do with weather, climate, humidity, temperature
levels. Has anyone even correlated weather data with epidemiological data? This thing
travels by air so there should be some sort of correlation.

Lionel Mandrake

#

#

https://cdn.minds.com/fs/v1/thumbnail/1272995598542311437/xlarge/
https://chuckbaldwinlive.com/Articles/tabid/109/ID/4166/CDC-Planning-Green-Zone-Relocation-Camps-For-People-At-High-Risk-For-The-Coronavirus.aspx
https://magaville.wordpress.com/all-the-links-i-have-ever-posted-on-the-covid-scam/
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

CDC Forced To ‘Adjust’ Sunday’s Florida ‘Record’ Covid Count Lower By Almost 50%
After State Health Department Cries Foul on Data

CDC Combines Multiple Days of Data into One to Make it Appear Florida is Reporting
Record Number of New Daily Covid Cases

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Dude! 

An entire article that doesn't rolf a single statement or number!

I needs a drink.

CA numbers are currently about 1/4 of the Jan 2021 peak, and even then never quite
overflowed except a couple of locals that moved a few cases to their neighbors.

As then some fair part of the reported numbers were BOGUS, people with broken legs who
also tested positive for COVID, the infamous "with COVID" insurrection.

I Write Code

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Well   got it figured out  Karren's  explained  it..  Science  right? 

https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/can-masturbation-boost-your-immune-system-fight-
covid

highwaytoserfdom

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

We haven't even got hit with the second wave yet.
Lionel Mandrake

#

#

https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/cdc-forced-to-adjust-sundays-florida-record-covid-count-lower-by-almost-50-after-state-health-department-cries-foul-on-data/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/cdc-combines-multiple-days-of-data-into-one-to-make-it-appear-florida-is-reporting-record-number-of-new-daily-covid-cases/
https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/can-masturbation-boost-your-immune-system-fight-covid
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

There's no first wave. It doesn't exist.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

'We haven't even got hit with the second wave yet.'

I disagree.  In the US we have to be up to around 2.6 billion pcr cases by now.

MrBoompi

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

And the second wave hasn't even hit us yet. Just wait until fall and winter season this year.
We are all primed now with the vaccines, and the delta variant. Next comes the Lambda
variant, and we will not be able to flatten the curve. Only solution is to walk around like
Bubble Boy.

Lionel Mandrake

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

This is wave 3.

Covid-Alpha (September 2020)-Beta (December 2020)-Delta (December 2020)-
Epsilon (July 2020)-Eta (April 2020)-Gamma (January 2021)-Iota (November 2020)-
Kappa (December 2020)-Lambda (December 2020)-Zeta (April 2020).

Study: Deadly lambda variant could be vaccine-resistant – Researchers sounding
alarm on latest COVID mutation

So… we don’t have to worry about the regular run-of-the-mill Covid-19, or the
Covid-Delta, now that we have the Covid-Lambda!

Battlefield USA

#

#

https://www.wnd.com/2021/08/study-deadly-lambda-variant-vaccine-resistant/
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Reply"

22 hours ago

"Yet Again, The Media's COVID Narrative Doesn't Add Up"

Geez.....ya mean JUST LIKE ZEROHEDGE'S????? I have YET to see ANY COVERAGE on
Dr. David E. Martin!?!?!?!?!?!?! Good thing that there are NO CENSOR vid hosting & social
media sites that DO have all of the REAL info! THANKS, ZH (NOT!)!

DawnieRTTN
#

#

Reply"

23 hours ago

The governing party has in interest in spreading covid to Red states.  Open borders serve
that purpose.

give-me-a-break

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Funny how it's only the Republican states that have Covid cases
whatever95

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

When they scream about the booster-shot = clearly mean the same tvax.

But Fraudci said - it is completely different virus!?

RattieNomNom

#

#
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Reply"

1 day ago

This whole plandemic is a giant global scam.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/tOiEkTgMdCzv/

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/cdcs-own-stats-show-1270-premature-fetal-deaths-
following-covid-shots-but-recommend-pregnant-women-get-covid-injections/

https://www.openvaers.com/covid-data

https://www.bitchute.com/video/BpJISqiBpGNd/

 

 

JD59
#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

If you were in the hospital business, you'd say you were 'overflowing'. Business is business!
JMRPete

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

All of this COVID hysteria is emanating from centers in the US & Canada, the US’s puppet
states in Europe, and Australia, and,...and....and that’s it. The most morally degenerate and
socio-politically corrupt societies on the planet with their Master Control in Washington. 

  China clamps down viciously when they get an outbreak, but they don’t go around
screaming “the sky is falling, the sky is falling” like the Western Chicken-Littles. They just
deal with it and move on. 

What is wrong with this picture?

This cra.p is gonna get worse and worse until some natural disaster defangs the US and it’s
toadies or the US finally goes a bridge too far and gets slapped down hard by a real
superpower. May that day come soon. 

surroundedbyijits

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/tOiEkTgMdCzv/
https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/cdcs-own-stats-show-1270-premature-fetal-deaths-following-covid-shots-but-recommend-pregnant-women-get-covid-injections/
https://www.openvaers.com/covid-data
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BpJISqiBpGNd/
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Reply"

1 day ago

Are you suggesting that "clamping down viciously" is the answer? 
strych10

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Or course not Mr. Troll. 
surroundedbyijits

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

A real superpower haha. Who would that be ? 
wcole225

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

That would be telling. 
surroundedbyijits

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

DHS Bill to Set Up Internal Checkpoints to Check Vaccination Status

H.R.4980 — 117th Congress (2021-2022) covering the setup of internal checkpoints to
check vaccination status. Read the bill here: https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-
congress/house-bill/4980?
q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22H.R.+4980%22%5D%7D&s=1&r=1

Boobie Hill

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Does not apply to illegal aliens.
jammyjo

#

#

https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/4980?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22H.R.+4980%22%5D%7D&s=1&r=1
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Reply"

1 day ago

If that is media from the Murdoch/newscorp/fox network it's not supposed to add up. It's
meant to manipulate minds with propaganda. That's why Murdoch kept this sector,'
someone' is covering his losses of 'news' manipulations. 

uhland62
#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

When talking about thousands of hospitalizations in states with millions of people, small
variants make large differences in the small number being assessed. 

Per/capita is supposed to clear some of that up, but hides disparities in populations.

Florida is old.  80% are fully vaxxed. That leaves a fairly large amount of susceptible people
that don't exactly do well with this virus that can create a seemingly large hospitalization
metric even if Florida is doing what ever one else is doing. 

But even Australia is seeing increases and they have absolutely lost their crap and gone over
to the darkside.

I think Florida has it right... government is not here to protect everyone, they are here to
provide options (on the realm of public safety)... and maybe if things get really bad, so
something more dramatic. 

Engineer Oldenborger

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

My nephew and his girlfriend recently got back from a concert in Miami. 100,000 mask
free revelers.

Girlfriend gets Covid

Fully jabbed 

BinAnunnaki

#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Out of curiosity, was it a bad case?

Engineer Oldenborger

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

She is not hospitalized but was symptomatic 
BinAnunnaki

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Simple. People who are vaccinated with last year's "flu" "vaccine" that doens't work against
this year's variant are taking less basic precautions than the unvaccinated.  Less
handwashing and more doorknob licking.  Just cuz I don't have the vaccine doesn't mean
I'm jumping all in.  Answered.

RealistDuJour

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Looks at population and population density you retards.
ss123

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Maff is hard.
ipso_facto

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

You 3tard
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

13 Reply"

1 day ago

so here's the thing: hospitals DID overflow.

here's a question: Is it better to build the oevrflow hospital and not need it OR not build it
and need it?

here's another observation: ICU's ARE overflowing again. RIGHT NOW in some places. 

Mtnrunnr

#

#
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13 Reply"

1 day ago

Here's the Other thing - you are full of crap
2pac

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

which one of these statments is full of crap?
Mtnrunnr

#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago

starting with so - ending with places.
2pac

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

there's three. it can't be that hard to pick one. Go ahead. pick one so I can
prove you wrong. or maybe you can't count past one. it makes sense, actually,
that you can't count.

Mtnrunnr

#

#
7

1 day ago

All 3
2pac

#

#

7

1 day ago

jesus. did you learn to prove a point from a toddler?
Mtnrunnr

#

#

5

1 day ago

Guy throwing a temper tantrum calls me a toddler

Typical

2pac

#

#
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5

1 day ago

you sound like a leftist transgendered man baby, accusing everyone of
being emotional.

Mtnrunnr

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

https://www.coronavirus.in.gov/2393.htm

Overrun?

Seriously?  

If the UK Delta numbers are to be "believed", then it looks to be slightly more
transmissible with about 10% of the death toll, and we are going to peak in 10 or so
days.

Oh, as a side note, the one "jab" most of us "neanderthals" are waiting for is being
cockblocked by the FDA/Biden cabal.  You know, the one that has been safety tested
for 20+ years and is in use TODAY in the MMR/Flu vaccine.

So you think the government is not lying about everything?

Go back to your hole, cover with dirt, and let the adults speak.

D.O.U.G.

#

#

https://www.coronavirus.in.gov/2393.htm

